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Abstract

Tidal stream energy is an emerging sector of the energy generation industry. Com-

pared to many other renewable energy resources it has high potential to provide base-load

power due to the predictability of the speed and direction of tidal currents. However, the

practical use of tidal stream energy requires extraction that is both efficient and appropri-

ate; in engineering design, social impact; and economic viability. This study designs a

tidal array for Orkney waters, testing it against a wide range of constraints from engineer-

ing efficiency to market suitability. It explores various approaches to achieving efficient

energy extraction. Different energy generation patterns are examined to find the strategy

that best fits the pattern of energy demand of the islands, without conflicting with the

existing supply. The study demonstrates the potential of integrating tidal energy into an

island energy system without the need for expensive grid upgrades. It shows that arrang-

ing the turbines in a staggered sub-array (SSA) layout, and regulating the power output

of the tidal device, increases the capacity factor of the installed system. This strategy

improves the economic viability and commercial competitiveness of tidal energy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

"The sea itself offers a perennial source of power hitherto almost unapplied.

The tides, twice in each day, raise a vast mass of water, which might be made

available for driving machinery."

- Charles Babbage

This project investigated the best approach to incorporating tidal stream energy ex-

traction in three dimensional (3D) hydrodynamic coastal models. It then used that method

to design a tidal array layout, and to select an extraction and integration strategy to achieve

cost-efficient energy extraction for a prospective tidal energy development in Hoy Sound,

Orkney. The project is funded by the Energy Technology Partnership (ETP), Aquatera

Ltd and Heriot-Watt University (HWU).

This introductory chapter will cover a brief overview of the current status and prospects

of the tidal stream energy industry, followed by the research background, motivation for

the project, and its aims and objectives. Finally, the outline of the thesis will be explained,

with an emphasis on highlighting the novelty in this research.

1.1 Tidal energy: current trends and prospects

In the past few years, there have been growing demands worldwide to speed up the

measures to tackle the climate crisis and reduce CO2 emissions. Renewable energy

sources provide clean energy alternative to conventional energy sources (fossil fuels).

Among those renewable sources, tidal stream energy exhibits a great potential to address

global energy problems related to climate change, air contamination, and energy security.

The key advantage of tidal energy over its rivals is its predictability and reliability.

The IEA, in the 2012 Energy Technology Perspectives report [1], forecasted up to

101GW of tidal energy capacity could be deployed globally by 2050. However, the high

cost of tidal energy (circa. £300/MWh [2]) is considered one of the key challenges fac-

ing the tidal energy industry. The technological advancement over the past decade has

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

helped in enhancing the efficiency of the energy extraction and reducing the cost of en-

ergy. In 2019, there was 13% growth in tidal energy deployments. However, an annual

deployment growth rate of 23% is required to meet the set targets [3].

Despite the strong advantage of the tide’s predictability in contrast to the uncertainty

and the intermittency of other renewable sources, the cost barrier will remain a key ob-

stacle that tidal energy industry needs to address in the medium-to-long term. The UK

Department of Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) has projected that the lev-

elised cost for tidal stream energy could be reduced to around £205/MWh by 2030 [4].

However, this figure is still considered too high compared to £45/MWh for offshore wind

[4]. On the other hand, the tidal energy industry is still at a very early stage, and it

is expected to become more competitive through “learning-by-doing”, engineering opti-

misation and economies of scale [2, 5]. There is a huge opportunity for improving the

industry’s competitiveness by optimising the tidal energy extraction and enhancing the

extraction efficiency.

Usually, the comparison between the different energy sources is done solely based on

the cost of energy or the LCoE. This approach does not capture all the costs and benefits

associated with each energy generation technology. The energy integration cost could

sometimes be substantial and become prohibitive [6], while system-balancing costs or

benefits should also be included. Therefore, it is important to take into consideration

the whole system cost / benefit when evaluating the commercial viability of a particular

technology [7]. Tidal predictability can play a prominent role in balancing the system,

and consequently lowering the whole system cost.

1.2 Research background

Tidal stream energy is an emerging sector of the energy generation industry with

advantages of predictability and a competitive projected levelised cost of energy (LCoE)

(£50/MWh by 2050 [8]). A competitive cost depends on an efficient array in a suitable

location and this requirement can conflict with other demands for marine space. Also,

tidal stream energy joins a crowded market, and since it will add an energy source to a

strained electrical network, it may encounter constraint issues. Much of the tidal stream

resource is at remote locations, feeding into an islanded electrical network (i.e. a system

at an island or remote location that is isolated, or has highly constrained connection to

a broader electrical grid). These islanded systems can have severe constraint issues, but

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

also enable a simpler study of network and market issues, since they are largely self-

contained.

Orkney provides a perfect case study for the development of tidal stream energy

within a mixed island economy, featuring competing stakeholders in the suitable marine

space and an energy market with diverse generation and consumption and with significant

constraint issues. The technically available tidal stream energy is substantial compared to

the size of the local energy market, but any contribution needs to work within that market

and also any tidal array has to work in a shared sea space with other users.

HWU - Orkney and Aquatera have already studied Hoy Sound in Orkney in some

detail, including measuring and modelling the tidal flows. It is clear that there are strong

flows in parts of Hoy Sound, but due to its importance as a navigational route, occupa-

tion of the entire cross-section of Hoy Sound is unlikely in the extreme. Hydrodynamic

models of Hoy Sound and wider Orkney Waters will be constructed using TELEMAC-

3D. Representations of tidal energy extraction and flow alteration will be added to the

constructed hydrodynamic models. These models will allow hydrodynamic designs to be

defined and evaluated.

1.3 Motivation

Why is the industry sponsor investing in the project?

Aquatera has had a longstanding interest in the key factors associated with tidal en-

ergy scheme development. As a service provider, the company needs to understand the

criticality of different factors to the design basis and to the overall viability of generation

schemes. As a project developer, Aquatera is keen to explore how best to develop the sites

that it has identified and how best to select sites in the first place. The topics addressed in

this PhD will help contribute to this area of interest.

Furthermore, the ultimate development potential of tidal energy project will require

a team of talent drawn from many different disciplines and backgrounds. The training

opportunities provided by this PhD and the capacity that will develop from its execution

could provide a useful and effective skills base for a future project development role.

Finally, the association of Aquatera with pioneering research and capacity building

at Heriot-Watt University (Orkney) is a major priority for Aquatera as it helps build fur-

ther credibility for the university as well as bolstering Orkney’s credential as an R&D

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

innovation hub.

1.4 Research aim and objectives

The research encompasses both tidal stream energy and an islanded energy system.

The aims of the tidal research are to understand factors that affect the efficiency of tidal

stream arrays, and to design an array that is efficient while only occupying part of the

width of a channel. The study concentrates on array configuration rather than individual

devices. Designing a tidal stream array for a channel is fundamentally different to design-

ing for the open space of onshore or offshore wind, since the boundaries of the channel

exert a great influence. In principle, by occupying the entire cross-section of a channel,

a tidal array can be highly efficient. However, realistically, filling the entire cross-section

of a channel with turbines is not possible, due to the need to share the sea space with

other users, such as for navigational routes. Therefore, it is more practical to consider

that the array can occupy only a fraction of the cross-section of the channel.

The development of tidal energy has often focused upon the tidal energy conversion

(TEC) device without sufficient consideration of the site characteristics and the market

it will join, or the ancillary products and services that are necessary. This project has

explored the full range of factors influencing commercial array development, thereby

identifying the most important. The relative importance of certain key factors may vary

from place to place and site to site. It has explored novel array layouts that consider

the site characteristics first, then suggests an appropriate layout of turbines that achieves

better power extraction efficiency. The approach has used a model of development where

outcomes depend on array design, site characteristics and a large number of market and

social factors. Optimal solutions have been sought based on the modelled response to

site selection, array design and market and network options. Much of the input data have

been supplied directly and/or verified by the industry partner, Aquatera, thus maintaining

a business-oriented and realistic perspective.

1.4.1 Goals

The goals of this project were:

• Design a tidal stream array (array configuration rather than device design) that is

energy and cost efficient while sharing sea space with other users.

4
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• Propose how energy generation (at a known cost and with a predictable temporal

profile) could work within the existing and developing local energy market.

1.4.2 Application

The principles explored during the PhD have been designed to be as close as possible

to realistic commercial considerations through the engagement of an industrial sponsor.

At the same time, since this is not an actual commercial project, there is some freedom to

explore further at the edges of commerciality and to examine if new or novel approaches

might give a commercial project greater productivity or more flexibility. If a radical

breakthrough was identified this may also be useful to commercial project planning.

The PhD provides an opportunity to benchmark predicted tidal flows from modelling

applications with practical experience of the structure and distribution of tidal flows. In

particular, most work to date has focused upon using the characteristics of the main flow

as key validation points. However, the spatial distribution of the resources can at times be

more critical to resource exploitation than the centre-stream flows. The work within this

project will involve validating peripheral flows and stream distribution, helping to better

understand whether existing models do actually predict the flow regime with sufficient

accuracy across the full spatial distribution of the flow as well as at the core of the flow.

The results of this work will be applicable, with certain caveats, to tidal streams around

the world.

Although the focus of the work is on tidal energy generation, some aspects of the

study may be useful for civil engineering in tidal flows, for aquaculture activities at the

margins of tidal streams and for vessel as well as cable crossings of tidal streams.

1.4.3 Impact

Much of the economic viability for tidal energy is based upon the value of the market

being supplied, the level and cost of balancing outputs and the cost of the tidal energy

generation devices. However, there are also likely to be significant and at times critical

cost factors associated with the array design. Array design should be hydrodynamically

efficient but there will also be social constraints on the capacity of development and the

details of the layout that are allowed. This may especially be the case in lower resources

areas, which are likely to be the most common, where managing the various marginal

gains to be made in development may tip the profitability balance for a project.

5
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The results of this project will help provide a basis for better management of a variety

of marginal costs and will therefore help more projects to achieve a profitable outcome

and for non-viable projects to be identified earlier. Overall, this should help to make tidal

stream energy projects more competitive.

1.5 Outline of thesis

This thesis features three main research reports, forming chapters 2-4. Each of these

chapters can stand alone as journal / conference papers, but are presented in a logical

sequence and form a coherent whole with the remainder of the thesis. To achieve the

objectives of this work, a 3D hydrodynamic model of the study area, Orkney Waters, has

been constructed using TELEMAC-3D. This model forms the main tool to conduct the

research activities. After this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 begins with defining the

parameters of the model. A novel tool to represent tidal turbines in TELEMAC-3D has

been developed and is presented in this chapter. The model and the TEC implementation

in TELEMAC-3D are assessed and validated against in-situ measurements downstream

a full-scale turbine, which was deployed at the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC)

at the Fall of Warness in Orkney, as part of the ReDAPT project. To the best of my

knowledge, this method for representing a full-scale turbine in TELEMAC-3D, and vali-

dating the implementation outcome against in-situ measurements is new to the academic

literature. The work presented in Chapter 2 has recently been submitted to the Journal of

Renewable Energy.

Chapter 3 investigates a number of factors that affect the power extraction by a tidal

stream array, such as the interaction between tidal turbines wakes, the blockage ratio,

and the array layout configuration. The validated model and TEC tool are then utilised

to assess the performance of various configurations of tidal arrays layouts. A new con-

cept of Staggered Sub-Array (SSA) layout is introduced in this chapter. The SSA layout

combines the benefit of various known array formations, and it provides a higher power

extraction efficiency than other array configurations. The work in this chapter was pre-

sented and published in the proceedings of the 13th European Wave and Tidal Energy

Conference [9].

In addition to selecting a suitable array configuration, an appropriate energy gener-

ation strategy is needed to maximise the benefits of tidal energy generation and lower

the cost of energy. Chapter 4 explores various approaches to achieving efficient energy

6
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extraction. In this chapter, a tidal array configured in SSA formation is proposed for a

tidal stream development in Hoy Sound. The generated power from the proposed array is

optimised to achieve the best system efficiency. An innovative strategy is proposed based

on regulating the power output of the tidal turbine. Adopting this strategy can increase

the overall system efficiency and overcome the intermittency of the renewable energy

sources. The suggested approach is then applied to efficiently integrate tidal stream en-

ergy generation into the Orkney island energy system. Complementary to theoretical

studies, this work provides an excellent case study to explore real world optimisation of

renewable energy generation. The work presented in Chapter 4 has recently been pub-

lished in Energy [10].

All three papers have been solely written by Mohammed Alaa Almoghayer. The co-

authors’ contribution was limited to the standard supervisory activities, with the exception

of Chapter 2. In this chapter, in addition to the supervisory activities, Brian Sellar and

Chris Old have helped in developing the MATLAB script, which was used for analysing

and post-processing the data.

Discussions and conclusions relating to each research piece are included in the rele-

vant chapter. However, overall conclusions of the thesis as a whole and suggestions for

further work are presented in Chapter 5. Finally, Appendix A details the FORTRAN code

for the developed tool to implement TECs in TELEMAC-3D.

The reference list is split into individual lists, which are included at the end of each

relevant chapter. An additional bibliography list reflecting the background reading is

provided at the end of the thesis.
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Abstract

Several numerical methods such as CFD and BEMT have been used to study the
influence of tidal turbines on the flow. The validity of the models, which are developed
based on those methods, has been mostly assessed against lab-based experiments or small-
scale deployments. This paper presents a novel numerical tool capable of simulating the
effects of a full-scale turbine within TELEMAC-3D hydrodynamic models. It represents
the turbine by modelling the thrust force exerted by the turbine on the flow as a stress
distributed over the cross-sectional area of the turbine rotor. The performance of the
developed tool has been assessed and validated against in-situ measurements downstream
a full-scale turbine, which was deployed at the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC)
at the Fall of Warness in Orkney, as part of the Reliable Data Acquisition Platform
for Tidal (ReDAPT) project. The validation results show that the tool succeeds in
reproducing the turbine’s far-wake with less than 20% error margin, which can be utilised
to provide valuable insight into the likely interaction between the individual turbines
within an array of multiple devices. Additionally, the tool demonstrates the capability
to accurately predict the turbine’s power output.

Keywords:
TELEMAC-3D, Hydrodynamic modelling, Modelling tidal turbines, Model validation

1. Introduction

In recent years, marine energy technologies have made a significant advancement,
which has been driven by the ambitious targets to tackle climate change and to achieve
clean energy transition globally [1, 2]. In particular, the growth of a tidal stream energy
industry created a need to develop more robust tools that can imitate the behaviour of
the tidal stream turbines, also referred to as Tidal Energy Converters (TECs). Such
tools will provide a better understanding of the interaction between the turbines and the
tidal flow.
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At present, various three-dimensional (3D) numerical methods such as Computa-
tional Fluid Dynamics (CFDs) and Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEMT) models
have been used to study the influence of the TECs on the marine environment, and to
investigate its power capturing performance; TECs are represented as a somewhere be-
tween actuator disc [3] to a full structure with blades [4, 5, 6]. Those models are often
validated with either lab-based experiments in the flume or small-scale deployments in
the ocean [7, 8]. Compared to the actuator disc approach, a full model of the turbine
with blades can more accurately represent the TECs and produce the vortices from the
rotating blades. Nevertheless, the former approach can simulate the wake decay to a
reasonable accuracy [9, 3]. Also, the latter approach is much more computationally ex-
pensive compared to the former, which limits the practical applications of that method.
Therefore, the actuator disc approach is widely used in studying and assessing the pref-
erence of tidal turbines. The validation of ocean models depending on an actuator disc
representation of turbines is problematic, since most laboratory data is for a small disc
in steady flow, which cannot confidently be translated to a full-size turbine in unsteady
and non-uniform flow through a real channel [4].

This study uses a different approach to model the hydrodynamic effects of a full-scale
turbine within a 3D ocean model. Firstly, the presence of the turbine is represented by
the drag force induced by the turbine opposing the tidal flow. The drag force is treated
as a source term in the momentum equations. Secondly, in contrast with past studies,
the output is validated against real measurements downstream of an operating turbine.

In this paper, ALSTOM DEEP-Gen IV (DG4) 1MW tidal turbine is modeled in the
open source software TELEMAC-3D using SOURCE subroutine. Implementation of this
approach is validated against Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) measurements
recorded downstream the DG4 turbine, which was deployed at the European Marine
Energy Centre (EMEC) at the Fall of Warness in Orkney as part of the Reliable Data
Acquisition Platform for Tidal (ReDAPT) project.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the the state of the art methods
used to validate the TELEMAC-3D model of Fall of Warness (FoW) under tidal current
conditions. The section also describes the proposed approach to implement tidal turbines
in TELEMAC-3D models. It covers both operational and static turbine’s conditions.
Section 3 presents the model results. Section 4 interprets those results and discusses the
implications. Section 5 presents brief conclusions.

2. Methods

2.1. theory of operation of TELEMAC

The hydrodynamic numerical model was constructed using TELEMAC-3D software,
which is part of the TELEMAC-MASCARET modelling system. TELEMAC-MASCARET
is a set of modelling tools capable of treating every aspect of natural free surface hy-
draulics: currents, waves, transport of tracers and sedimentology.

The TELEMAC-3D is a three-dimensional (3D) computational code that simulates
tidal hydrodynamics using a finite-element approximation of the 3D Navier-Stokes equa-
tions with non-hydrostatic (hydrostatic option is available) and Boussinesq assumptions,
and a split stepping algorithm in three computational steps on a 3D unstructured mesh,
which is made of prisms that are automatically constructed by TELEMAC- 3D [10]:
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• The first step solves the advection terms only in the momentum equations to find
the advected velocity components.

• The second step computes the new velocity components taking into account the
diffusion terms and the source terms in the momentum equations.

• The last step computes the water depth from the vertical integration of the conti-
nuity equation and the momentum equations only including the pressure-continuity
terms

Due to those assumptions, the 3D equations being solved are:

∂U

∂x
+
∂V

∂y
+
∂W

∂x
= 0 (1)

∂U

∂t
+ U

∂U

∂x
+ V

∂U

∂y
+W

∂U

∂z
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
+ v∆(U) + Fx (2)
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+ U

∂V
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+ V

∂V

∂y
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∂V
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= −1

ρ

∂p

∂y
+ v∆(V ) + Fy (3)

∂W

∂t
+ U

∂W

∂x
+ V

∂W

∂y
+W

∂W

∂z
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂z
+ v∆(W ) + Fz (4)

where U, V, and W are the 3D components of velocity in the horizontal (x and y)
and vertical (z) directions respectively. v is the kinematic viscosity and tracer diffusion
coefficient, t is the time step , p is the pressure and ρ is the water density. Fx, Fy and
Fz are source terms denoting the wind, the Coriolis force and the bottom friction or any
other process being modelled by similar formulas.

The pressure is split up into a hydrostatic pressure and a dynamic pressure term:

p = patm + ρ0g(Zs − z) + ρ0g

∫ Zs

z

∆ρ

ρ0
dz + pd (5)

where patm is the atmospheric pressure, g is the acceleration due to gravity, Zs is the
free surface elevation, ρ0 is the reference water density, ∆ρ is the variation of density
around the reference density and pd dynamic pressure.

Further details of the TELEMAC-3D model, including model verification details are
found in a number of publications and documentations (e.g. [10, 11, 12]), and thus shall
not be commented on further here (see also refer to www.opentelemac.org).

2.2. Introduction to the domain

The shape of the seabed and the terrain restrictions around the islands and near the
coastal areas have great influence on the tidal flow in those regions. Normally, the higher
level of topographic restrictions the stronger the tidal flow through those passages. The
Fall of Warness (FoW), which is located at the northern part of the Orkney Islands, is
one of the locations that matches this description. This site is well known as the home
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for the tidal test site of the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) due to its high
tidal currents. This strong current is attributed to the considerable differences in tidal
elevation between the North Atlantic Ocean and the North Sea, with M2 and S2 tidal
constituents as the dominant driving force [13].

Although the area of the study focuses on the ReDAPT deployment site in FoW, the
model was built to cover a much larger area to minimize boundary effects. Therefore,
the domain of the 3D model was extended to cover the Orkney Waters (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Hydrodynamic model domain for the Orkney Waters, and the location of the Fall of Warness.
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2.3. The parametrisation of the TELEMAC Model

The 3D mesh of the hydrodynamic model is made of prisms. In the horizontal plane,
an unstructured triangular mesh was constructed with variable mesh resolution across
the domain. The mesh was generated with a resolution of maximum 250m edge length
over the wider computational domain and a maximum of 30m at the shorelines. The
resolution was increased to 150m around the Northern isles including Fall of Warness
(Figure 2a). The mesh was refined to 5m in an area covering approximately 700 x 500
m2 around the location of the ReDAPT deployment site (Figure 2b). The developed mesh
contains 411507 nodes and 812126 elements. The vertical mesh of the model comprises
of 7 layers in a mixture of Sigma and Z-layer coordinate system. The Z-layer system
was used to fix the location of the turbines in the water column (3 Z-layers to cover the
upper tip, the centre and the lower tip of the turbines), whereas the Sigma layers were
evenly spaced through the reminder of the water column.
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Figure 2: ADCP deployments and TEC locations

One liquid boundary was applied around the domain, where the tidal velocities (U
& V) and the elevation (H) were used to supply the forcing required to drive the flow
through the domain. The open boundary of the model were forced with 15 tidal con-
stituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, Q1, MM, Mf, M4, MN4, MS4, 2N2, and S1) using
the Oregon State University (OSU) TOPEX/Poseidon Global Inverse Solution TPXO9
(https://www.tpxo.net/global/tpxo9-atlas). The bathymetry was obtained by combin-
ing and interpolating a number of different sources; UKHO providing high resolution
bathymetry for some areas in Orkney (≈ 2m), Marine Digimap database [14] providing
a spatial resolution of 1 arc-second (≈ 30m) and the General Bathymetric Chart of the
Oceans (GEBCO-08) providing a spatial resolution of 30 arc-seconds (≈ 900m).
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For model calibration and validation, the model was run for a period exceeding a
lunar month. The first two days of the simulation were excluded from analysis to allow
the model to spin-up from an initial state and achieve numerical stability. Whereas for
TEC implementation validation, the validated model was run for a shorter period of 4
days, including one day spin-up. This shortened time-frame was determined based on
identifying a suitable period in the ADCP data sets; when the DG4 turbine was operating
under normal conditions and without exposure to wave conditions.

The horizontal and vertical turbulent viscosity were modelled using the k − ε tur-
bulence model. The bottom friction was modelled using Nikuradse law with a friction
coefficient = 0.05. Coriolis force was calculated in the model using Coriolis coefficient of
1.25 x 10−4. Other meteorological input, water density and temperature variation were
not considered in this paper. Effectively, their influence on the flows was assumed to be
negligible. As explained later, some censorship of data to avoid strongly wave-affected
periods was necessary and this process should also exclude most of the data strongly
affected by meteorological phenomena.

Table 1 summarises key input parameters that were used for the TELEMAC-3D
model in this study.

Numerical parameter Input/values
TELEMAC-3D version V8P1r0

Time steps 1 sec
Duration of simulation 31 days

Initial condition TPXO Satellite Altimetry
Vertical resolutions (base model) 6 layers (3 Z-layer & 3 Sigma)

Vertical resolutions (model+TEC) 7 layers (3 Z-layer & 4 Sigma)
Tidal flats True

Non-hydrostatic assumption True
Law of bottom friction Nikuradse law

Friction coefficient 0.05m
Turbulence model k − ε
Coriolis coefficient 1.25 x 10−4

Table 1: TELEMAC-3D model parameters

2.4. The TEC implementation

Tidal turbines are represented in the TELEMAC-2D as a drag force (similar to in-
creasing the seabed friction) using the DRAGFO subroutine. The drag force is applied
as a friction stress spread out over an area representing the turbine. This area is defined
as the sum of the area of the nodes inside the turbine envelope [15]. To model tidal tur-
bines in TELEMAC-3D, we developed a code to emulate the TELEMAC-2D drag force
function by applying additional source term in Eq.(2), (3) & (4); the additional source
term represent the drag force. Figure 3 provides a graphical illustration of the the TEC
implementation in TELEMAC-3D.
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Figure 3: Schematic of the TEC implementation

2.4.1. Dynamic: PTO

The TEC code has been developed to reflect the turbine’s effects in operational and
shutdown (static) modes. When the turbine is in operation, it will exert thrust on the
flow. The added drag force (source term) will be equal and opposite to that thrust
(Fd = −Ft). Thrust force is given by:

Ft =
1

2
ρCtAV

2 (6)

where Ct is thrust coefficient, A is the rotor swept area, and V is the flow speed.

To implement the drag / thrust force in TELEMAC-3D, the thrust coefficient must
be determined first. There is a relationship between the thrust coefficient (Ct), power
coefficient (Cp) of a turbine, and its axial induction factor (α) [16]:

Ct = 4α(1 − α) (7)

Cp = 4α(1 − α)2 (8)

Combining Eq.(7) & (8) gives:

Ct =
Cp

(1 − α)
(9)
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In this paper, the Cp value for the Deep-Gen IV (DG4) turbine was derived from the
published power curve data as part of the ReDAPT project. The relationship between
Cp and the current velocity V is presented in Eq.10:

Cp = −0.0199V 3 + 0.0357V 2 + 0.1348V + 0.1602 (10)

From Eq.(8) & (10), the axial induction factor (α) equation can be represented in
relation to Cp as follow:

α = 0.571C2
p + 0.0224Cp + 0.0328 (11)

Implementing Eq.(10), (11) & (9) in the developed code would compute Ct, and
consequently Ft, at each time-step.

2.4.2. Static: Structural Drag

In the static mode, the process will be much simpler. The presence of the turbine in
the water will create some sort of structural drag. The exerted drag force is given by:

Fd =
1

2
ρCdβAV

2 (12)

where Cd is drag coefficient, β is the ratio of the blades and the hub surface area to
the rotor swept area, A is the rotor swept area, and V is the flow speed.

The drag coefficient Cd is determined based on the shape of the blades as a function
of Reynolds number [17]:

Re =
UD

v
(13)

where U is the mean velocity, D is the length of the blades (m), and v is the kinematic
viscosity at a certain seawater temperature which can be obtained from Table 3 in [18].

Currently, the developed code does not account for the drag created by the tower of
the turbine or any other structural elements apart from the turbine’s rotor. The work in
this paper focuses on the TEC implementation while it is in operation mode. Therefore,
for simplicity, the static drag was derived from the ADCP data in the wake when the
DG4 was not operating.

2.5. Validation method of three dimensional model

The utility of the hydrodynamic model should be judged by its ability to simulate
reality and predict the future. Before considering a model is sufficiently accurate, it
needs to be tested, and verified to ascertain the agreement between the predictions and
the measurements [19]. A preceding task is model calibration. Validation and calibration
activities look similar, but in fact, both processes are separate and should be performed
with different sets of data. Model calibration is the process of tuning certain model
parameters to achieve the best performance of the model for a specific location [20].
Once calibration is complete, validation can follow using separate data.
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2.5.1. The in-situ measurement data

The TELEMAC model was calibrated and validated using 5 sets of current mea-
surements and 2 sets of water level measurements data. The measurement data were
obtained with a seabed-mounted Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) deployed
within Fall of Warness (FoW) by EMEC and the ReDAPT project. Table 2 shows the
location and the periods of the ADCP deployments. The ADCP data sets are processed
to provide 10-minute-averages of current velocity and direction within 1m vertical bins
spanning the majority of the water column. The data sets cover a period of 4 - 6 weeks.
The current velocity obtained from the ADCPs were depth averaged over multiple bins
to compare against the results corresponding to the model layers.

Campaign ID Metres East Metres North Period

ADCP-7 510493.77E 6555716.93N 20/03/2005 - 18/04/2005
ADCP-13 511072.24E 6555187.74N 14/03/2007 - 12/04/2007

ADCP01 NW Dep5 511072E 6555354N 19/06/2014 - 03/08/2014
ADCP02 NW Dep5 511052E 6555394N 06/07/2014 - 17/08/2014
ADCP03 SE Dep1 511142E 6555260N 19/06/2014 - 03/08/2014

Table 2: ADCP Campaigns

Validating the model with the turbine in operation mode (i.e. validating the TEC
implementation code in TELEMAC-3D) was performed against ADCP measurements
collected as part of the ReDAPT project. The ADCPs were deployed at approximately
3D and 5.5D (3D & 5.5D signify a separation of 3 & 5.5 times the turbine diameter of
the centre of the turbine, here and in what follows) to the North-West of the DG4 and at
3D to the South-East; ADPC01, ADCP02 and ADCP03 respectively in Table 2. Some
poor quality data is inevitable in any ADCP deployment. Prior to starting the validation
process, the ADCP, anomalous data needs to be cleaned from the time series. The nature
of the deployment site entails various combinations of wave and tide with sub-periods of
the data. In addition to that, as part of the ReDAPT project, the DG4 was operating
sometimes in a controlled manner (i.e. forced to shutdown or to operate within limits).
On the other hand, the TELEMAC model does not include any wave conditions, and the
TEC implementation assumes that the turbine is either stationary or operating freely in
a standard mode. Therefore, the ADCP datasets were filtered to select periods of: a)
no significant wave occurrence at the deployment locations (Figure 4) and b) no wave
and the turbine was operating freely. The datasets (a) were used to validate the model
without TEC, considering only the tides when the ADCPs are upstream of the DG4;
flood tides from ADCP01 & ADCP02, and ebb tides from ADCP03. Whereas datasets
(b) were used to validate the model with TEC considering the opposite tides only when
the ADCPs fall within the turbine wake.
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Figure 4: ReDAPT ADCP inflow reference velocity and mean generated turbine power (MW)

The model validation was conducted by performing time-domain and tidal harmonics
validation as proposed in [19, 21] and recommended by NOAA [22].

2.5.2. Model calibration

The model calibration was performed by varying the bottom friction to establish the
value of the Nikuradse coefficient that achieves the highest level of agreement with field
measurements of current velocity and water elevation. ADCP-13 data set was used to
calibrate the model. Whereas the rest of the data sets were used to validate the model
with and without the turbine. In addition to modifying some of the model parameters to
calibrate the model, a post-run calibration was performed by applying linear correction
on the model output.

2.5.3. Time-domain validation

Time-series and scattered plots of modelled and measured data can provide quick
informative illustration of the goodness of fit between model and measured data. How-
ever, validating the model performance over a time period requires a more sophisticated
statistical approach [20]. There are numerous statistics and quality indices for validating
hydrodynamic models in the literature. However, as suggested by [19], the selected set
of statistics and indices need to: a) have physical meaning for the model variables being
validated and b) be the smallest unique set possible to identify any potential errors in
the model output.

No single set of statistics can solely validate the model performance perfectly [23].
Therefore, several quality indices have been calculated to examine the level of agreement
between model predictions and measured data. The model performance was quantified
using four different quality indices:

i. Accuracy index: using Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) to compare between model
and measured data. The aim should be to achieve the minimum RMSE value as
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possible, which indicate less residual variance and hence better model performance.

RMSE =

√
1

N
ΣN

i=1(Si −Mi)
2

(14)

where Si and Mi are the simulated and the measured values at time ti respectively.

ii. Correlation (r): using Pearson product-moment coefficient to measure the strength
of a linear association between model and measured data.

r =
ΣN

i=1(Si − Si)(Mi −Mi)√
ΣN

i=1(Si − Si)2

√
ΣN

i=1(Mi −Mi)2

(15)

where Si and Mi are the mean of the model predictions and the ADCP measurements
respectively, and can be calculated using EQ[16] & [17]

Si =
1

N
ΣN

i=1Si (16)

Mi =
1

N
ΣN

i=1Mi (17)

The closer the r value to 1 means a good correlation between the predicted and
the measured data. However, it does not necessarily mean that the model and the
measured data are matching; they may have one or both of a consistent bias and
ratio of variation [24].

iii. Bias Index (BI) used to quantify the systematic error of the model in simulating
water level and current velocity.

BI = ΣN
i=1

1

N
(Si −Mi)

2 (18)

iv. Agreement Index (AI), also known as the Willmott Index [25] and the Scatter In-
dex (SI) [20], is used as a relative covariation of the model predictions and ADCP
measurements about an estimate of the ‘true’ mean [26].

AI =

√
1
N ΣN

i=1(Si −Mi)2

1
N ΣN

i=1Mi

x100 (19)

In addition to the the aforementioned indices, linear regression is a good statistical
approach to represent the relationship between the model predictions and the measured
data. MATLAB’s curve fitting function [fitobject,gof] = fit(x,y,fitType) with
a linear (first-order polynomial) fit was used to determine the goodness-of-fit between
the model and measured data. Any deviation from this line represents a random error,
which reflects the ability of the model to accurately reproduce the reality. The acceptable
random error in the model predictions is defined by the prediction interval. A 95%
prediction interval was considered as an appropriate upper/lower bound, which means
that the model is deemed to be invalid if it is unable to predict the measured data to
within a 95% prediction interval.
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2.5.4. Frequency-domain validation

Validating the model’s time-series predictions is usually sufficient to decide whether
the model accuracy is acceptable or not. However, this method may not capture some
special phenomena such as tidal resonance, overtides and compound tides. These phe-
nomena may affect one or more tidal constituent. Performing frequency-domain valida-
tion enables detection and isolation of model errors that are related to such phenomena.

Frequency-domain validation uses the power of the harmonic analysis which was de-
veloped by Godin (1972) [27] based on the work of Doodson (1921) [28]. Harmonic
analysis allows to decompose the tides to a number of tidal constituents, each of which
is characterised by a unique amplitude and phase. In this method, validating the model
is performed by comparing the output of the harmonic analysis for the model against
the same for the measured data in the form of a fitted line plots. For one-dimension
validation (i.e. tidal elevation only), each tidal constituent is defined by amplitude and
phase. Whilst in two-dimension validation (elevation + velocity), the constituents of the
velocity are represented by the tidal ellipses. Each ellipse is defined by four components;
i) a semi-major axis, ii) a semi-minor axis, iii) an inclination, and iv) a time of zero
phase.

In addition to the aforementioned benefits of the frequency-domain validation, this
method allows to use ADCP data collected at different times to validate the model
output, since the amplitude and phase of harmonic constituents should be consistent. In
this instance, it is recommended to use the harmonic analysis results to re-construct the
model’s predictions at the same time-frame of the measured data.

In this paper, the harmonic analysis was performed using the MATLAB UT SOLV()

function of UTide package (Unified Tidal Analysis and Prediction Functions) [29]. There
was no need to re-construct the model output, as multiple simulation runs were per-
formed to match the time-frame of the collected ADCP measurements. However, if re-
construction was needed, then the UT RECONSTR() function would be used to generated
new model predictions.

3. Results

3.1. Validation of the model without TEC

A comparison between modelled and measured flow velocities was performed for five
locations within Fall of Warness (see Figure 2 & Table 2 for the sites details). Part of
the ADCP-13 data set was used for calibrating the model, ADCP-7 was used as the key
data set to validate the different aspects of the model, whereas the rest of the data sets
were used to confirm the validity of the model predictions.

3.1.1. Time-domain validation results

As discussed in section 2.5, the model was calibrated by varying model parameters,
notably the bottom friction. Although changing the friction coefficient did not show a
great impact on the model results, a Nikuradse coefficient value of 0.05 has provided a
better agreement between the model output and the measured data, especially closer to
the seabed.

Plotting the depth-averaged velocity time-series of the model against the ADCP’s
data shows a good agreement in the phase and the magnitude values (Figure 5). Per-
forming post-run calibration by delaying the model’s phase 25 minutes improves the
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agreement level. The flow direction time-series from ADCP-7 shows approximately 17o

difference between the model and the measured data (Figure 6a). However, further in-
vestigation and validation against the other ADCP data sets show high agreement in the
flow direction between the model and the measurements, as shown in Figure 6. More-
over, the shape of the FoW (Figure 2) implies that the tidal currents will flow closer to a
NW-SE direction, similar to what the model is predicting. This assumption is supported
by the recorded data in the ReDAPT MC7.1 technical report [30], which confirms the
correctness of the model’s predictions. The difference between the measured and pre-
dicted data in Figure 6a can be attributed to some human errors in post-processing the
ADCP data or poor positioning at the exact deployment coordinates. Investigating the
directional misalignment between the model and ADCP-7 will not be sought further in
this paper, as all the other data sets prove the validity of the model predictions.

Figure 5: Validating model output against ADCP-7 data - Velocity magnitude
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(a) ADCP-7 (b) ADCP-13

(c) ADCP01 NW Dep5 (d) ADCP02 NW Dep5

(e) ADCP03 SE Dep1

Figure 6: Validating model output - Flow direction
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Scatter plots of the current velocity provide a quick indication of the model suffi-
ciency. However, validating the performance of a 3D model requires assessment of the
output validity for each of the model layers. Figure 7 displays the scatter plots, which
represent the linear relationship between the predicted and measured current velocities
for each layer of the TELEMAC-3D model. The plotted results show a strong linear
relationship between the modelled and measured data for all the layers, except layer
L6 (Figure 7f). In general, the linear correlation between the model predictions and the
measurements appears to be strong, with only a small percentage of errors falling outside
the upper/lower bounds, which is acceptable as discussed in section 2.5.3. For the surface
layer (L6), the poor fit between the model and measured data is understandable, since
it can be attributed to a near-surface effect of wind and waves that cannot be avoided
even by censoring the most wave-affected data. Therefore, L6 results will be neglected
in the model validation process.

(a) Model layer 1 (b) Model layer 2

(c) Model layer 3 (d) Model layer 4
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(e) Model layer 5 (f) Model layer 6

Figure 7: Validating model output - Scatter plot of current velocity

A common statistic used to measure the strength of linear relationship is the Pearson
correlation coefficient (r). In addition to validating the model output at each depth layer,
the model performance and validity will be assessed for each tide type (i.e. flood and ebb
tides). The linear correlation appears to be stronger for the ebb tides, with r = 0.9129
compared to 0.8932 for the flood tides. However, when applying the phase correction of
25 minutes, the correlation on both tides improves and achieves similar strength at r ≈
0.98. Assessing the correlation strength between the calibrated modelled and measured
data for each model layer gives similar results across all the layers with minor difference
between the ebb and flood tides, as shown in Table 4.

A single statistical index is not enough to confirm the model validity. Therefore, cal-
culating several quality indices is deemed necessary to demonstrate the level of agreement
between the model predictions and the measured data, as detailed in section 2.5.3. Ta-
bles 3 and 4 summarise the results of calculating the four selected indices for each model
layer, illustrating the differences in the model performance before and after calibration
and between flood and ebb tides.

Root Mean Correlation Average Error Scatter
Coefficient Squared Error - Bias Index
(RMSE) (r) (BI) (SI)

(m/s) (m/s)
Ebb tides 0.3968 0.9129 -0.0037 0.2152

Flood tides 0.4274 0.8932 -0.2281 0.2581
Ebb tides - corrected 0.1719 0.9836 0.0028 0.0934

Flood tides - corrected 0.2815 0.9802 -0.2329 0.1699

Table 3: Performance indices for TELEMAC3D Orkney model - averaged velocity
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The calculation results show a great improvement in the accuracy of the model, which
is quantified using the RMSE statistic (Table 3). However, the RMSE value in Table 4
indicates that closer to the surface, the model preforms much better in predicting the
ebb tides than the flood tides.

Normalising the RMSE with the mean value of the flow measurements (i.e. Scatter
or Agreement Index) can be used to measure the model prediction error. In general,
the results show a low error value, which provides an indication of the model accuracy.
Moreover, the very low bias value presented in Table 4 reflects low error in the model
predictions. Williams & Esteves [20] suggested that an accurate 3D hydrodynamic model
should achieve RMSE < 0.2, bias < 0.2, and SI < 0.5.

Root Mean Correlation Average Error Scatter
Tide Coefficient Squared Error - Bias Index

(RMSE) (r) (BI) (SI)
(m/s) (m/s)

Layer 1 Ebb 0.1543 0.9791 0.0769 0.1317
Flood 0.1290 0.9702 -0.0619 0.1318

Layer 2 Ebb 0.2334 0.9823 0.1577 0.1610
Flood 0.1425 0.9750 -0.0015 0.1179

Layer 3 Ebb 0.1673 0.9846 0.0624 0.1004
Flood 0.1816 0.9790 -0.1141 0.1270

Layer 4 Ebb 0.1595 0.9852 0.0266 0.0901
Flood 0.2352 0.9807 -0.1839 0.1504

Layer 5 Ebb 0.1719 0.9836 0.0028 0.0934
Flood 0.2815 0.9802 -0.2329 0.1699

Table 4: Performance indices for each layer of TELEMAC3D Orkney model

The statistical assessment of the model’s performance demonstrated the model’s abil-
ity to adequately predict reality. Nevertheless, it showed that the model is performing
better in predicting the ebb tides compared to the flood tides.

Validating 3D hydrodynamic models by performing the 2D validation exercise for each
layer of the 3D model is not enough to assess the accuracy of the 3D model. This approach
does not account for the instrumental noise on the ADCP data, which can affect the
results of direct comparison between the modelled and the measured data [19]. Besides
that, the direct comparison become harder with the absence of depth profiles details.
Thus, to correctly assess the validity of the 3D model, the velocity data were organised in
bins of 0.5 m/s width and processed to produce velocity depth profiles. Figure 8 displays
the direct comparison of the velocity depth profiles between the modelled and measured
data, which to some extent agrees with the statistical analysis results. It shows that the
model has succeeded in identifying the general shape of the velocity depth profiles in
flood and ebb tides. However, the model performs better on ebb tides (Figure 8b) than
flood tides. The model has slightly over-predicted the velocity magnitude for low flows
(< 1 m/s) and under-predicted the flow velocity by approximately 10% for faster flows
(≥ 1 m/s) in the flood tides (Figure 8a).

The velocity depth profile comparison demonstrates the capability of the TELEMAC-
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3D model to match general trends in 3D flow in the Fall of Warness, with better ability
to predict the ebb tides.

(a) Flood tides (b) Ebb tides

The dashed line represent the model and the solid line represent the measurements.

Figure 8: Comparison of the predicted and measured vertical depth profiles

3.1.2. Frequency-domain validation results

Although validating the model solely in the time domain is sufficient to confirm the
model accuracy, conducting frequency domain validation is useful to detect model errors,
which are related to some special phenomena. As outlined in section 2.5.4, harmonic anal-
ysis was used to calculate the tidal constituents for the predicted and measured current
velocities using UTide package. The available data points were enough to decompose
the velocities to calculate the main eight tidal constituents (M2, S2, O1, K1, L2, N2,
M4, M6). The calculated tidal harmonics have been fitted to both the model and the
measured data as presented in Figure 9. The results show that the model was able to
produce an excellent representation of the semi-major axes, but has a tendency to slightly
under-estimate the semi-minor axes (some tidal constituents were not possible to show
in Figure 9b as they have a very small value close to zero).

A summary of the decomposed velocity variables for the major harmonic constituents
is presented in Tables 5 and 6.
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(a) Semi-major Axis (Lsmaj) (b) Semi-minor Axis (Lsmin)

(c) Phase (g) (d) Inclination of Ellipse (theta)

Figure 9: Velocity decomposition in the frequency domain for the model and the measured data

Lsmaj Lsmaj ci Lsmin Lsmin ci theta theta ci g g ci
M2 2.1057 0.0457 0.0572 0.0299 123.0586 0.8139 73.0525 1.2443
S2 0.9323 0.0459 0.0146 0.0296 122.6894 1.8183 99.2998 2.8197
K1 0.0602 0.0066 -0.0025 0.0046 119.5371 4.3597 274.9390 6.3250
O1 0.0760 0.0064 -0.0008 0.0047 122.6546 3.5527 112.4980 4.8505
N2 0.3644 0.0456 0.0048 0.0301 123.3190 4.7289 32.9988 7.1633
L2 0.0652 0.0441 0.0018 0.0321 125.9426 28.1779 181.8759 38.8149
M4 0.0315 0.0073 -0.0078 0.0041 75.0128 8.7055 86.9742 14.3205
M6 0.0626 0.0190 0.0056 0.0178 133.0205 16.5235 105.7372 17.6337

Table 5: Decomposition variables for the major harmonic constituents - predicted velocities*
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Lsmaj Lsmaj ci Lsmin Lsmin ci theta theta ci g g ci
M2 2.1269 0.0626 0.0354 0.0251 111.4648 0.6780 62.1363 1.6863
S2 0.9684 0.0627 -0.0127 0.0248 111.1582 1.4652 86.8136 3.7120
K1 0.0451 0.0139 -0.0014 0.0059 104.7884 7.5371 266.9896 17.7349
O1 0.0723 0.0134 -0.0022 0.0068 112.1113 5.4224 117.1131 10.6398
N2 0.3767 0.0623 -0.0060 0.0259 112.1625 3.9372 19.1668 9.4753
L2 0.0922 0.0598 0.0037 0.0309 117.1106 19.2612 177.0366 37.3007
M4 0.0532 0.0107 -0.0044 0.0062 74.0004 6.8389 70.7301 11.6217
M6 0.0572 0.0311 0.0080 0.0162 116.2494 17.1202 54.8665 31.8929

Table 6: Decomposition variables for the major harmonic constituents - measured velocities*

*where Lsmaj is the current ellipse major axis length, Lsmaj ci is the 95% confidence interval for
Lsmaj, Lsmin is the current ellipse minor axis length, Lsmin ci is the 95% confidence interval for
Lsmin, theta is the current ellipse orientation angle (degrees), theta ci is the 95% confidence interval
for theta, g is the Greenwich phase lag (degrees) of the vector velocity, and g ci is the 95% confidence
interval for g.

3.2. Validation of the TEC implementation

Following completing the calibration and validation exercise of the base model, the
model + TEC was re-run to simulate the influence exerted by tidal turbines on the flow.
The developed TEC code was implemented in TELEMAC-3D by activating the SOURCE
subroutine. The model was run for a short period of 4 days for the reasons explained in
section 2.3 and 2.5.1.

The validity of the TEC implementation will be assessed based on the ability of the
code to generate wake effect similar to the one developed by a real turbine (DG4 turbine
in this instance). Figure 10 provides an illustration of the wake structure developed in
the TELEMAC-3D model as a result of implementing the TEC code. Since the base
model has been previously validated, there is no need to re-validate all the aspects of
the model. Thus, the validation process will be limited to a direct comparison of the
velocity depth profiles between the modelled and measured data at 3 locations; one to
the South-East (SE) and two to the North-West (NW) of the DG4 location to validate
the wake in flood and ebb tides respectively.
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Figure 10: Wake developed behind the DG4 turbine as a result of implementing the TEC code - Turbine
location is marked with red triangular

3.2.1. Near-Wake predictions

ADCP01 NW Dep5 and ADCP03 SE Dep1 are located at approximately 3 diameters
(3D) to the North-West and South-East of the DG4 respectively. The data sets from
both locations will be used to validated the accuracy of the model + TEC predictions in
the near wake. However, only the time frame in the which the turbine was operating will
be selected for the validation; 17/07/2014 - 18/07/2014 for flood tide and 18/07/2014 -
19/07/2014 for ebb tide as it can be observed in Figure 4.

Figure 11 displays the direct comparison of the velocity depth profiles between the
model + TEC predictions and ADCP03 SE Dep1 data in flood tides. At first glance, the
results show a serious mismatch between the modelled and measured data (Figure 11a).
However, applying a correction factor of 1.7, to adjust the model predictions, improves
the agreement level between the model and the ADCP measurements. The adjusted
results are presented in Figure 11b. The figure shows that in high velocities (operating
velocity range for the DG4 turbine), the model is able to produce predictions follow the
same trends of the in-situ measurements, though underestimating absolute values by a
factor of 1.7. The highest agreement appears to occur within the turbine’s envelope (the
area between the dark grey lines at 10m and 30m above seabed which represent the rotor
extent).
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(a) Before correction (b) After correction

The dashed line represent the model and the solid line represent the measurements.

Figure 11: Flood tide - Comparison of the predicted and measured vertical depth profiles in the Near-
Wake

To assess the near-wake accuracy of the model+TEC predictions in ebb tides, the
same approach was followed using the ADCP01 NW Dep5 data set. Figure 12 shows
the comparison results between the velocity depth profiles of the predicted and the mea-
sured data in ebb tides. It appears that in the near-wake, the model+TEC is significantly
under-predicting the reality in both flood (Figure 11a) and ebb tides (Figure 12a). How-
ever, the difference appears to be less in ebb tides; 45% deficit (Figure 12b) compared
to 70% in flood tides. On the other hand, the model appears to be able to match the
general trends in flood tides more than in ebb tides.

Interestingly, examining the velocity depth profiles of the near wake measurements
show greater deficit at the DG4 hub height on the NW of the turbine (ebb tide) compared
to the SE (flood tides). At the upper and lower rotor tip’s level, the measurements on the
SE (Figure 11) exhibit a slight reduction in the flow velocity, due to the thrust exerted by
the rotor on the flow. Whereas on the NW, Figure 12 demonstrates almost no impact on
the flow. Perhaps, further investigation and quality checks are required to determine the
accuracy of both data sets (ADCP01 NW Dep5 and ADCP03 SE Dep1) in representing
the actual impact of the DG4 turbine on the downstream flow.
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(a) Before correction (b) After correction

The dashed line represent the model and the solid line represent the measurements.

Figure 12: Ebb tide - Comparison of the predicted and measured vertical depth profiles in the Near-Wake

3.2.2. Far-Wake predictions

ADCP02 NW Dep5 was deployed at approximately 5.5D to the North-West of the
DG4 turbine, which makes it ideal for assessing the model ability to replicate the far-
wake effects during ebb times. Unfortunately, obtaining in-situ measurements (ADCP
campaign) that are suitable to investigate the far-wake performance of the model in
flood tides conditions was not possible. Therefore, validating the accuracy of the far-
wake model+TEC predictions will be limited to the ebb tides only.

Figure 13 presents the comparison between the velocity depth profiles of the model
predictions and the ADCP measurements. The results indicates that the model is unable
to accurately capture the full impact of the TEC on the flow in the far-wake region
(Figure 13a). However, the velocity deficit at the turbine hub level seems to be within
a range of maximum 20%, which is within the acceptable limits for a good - moderate
performance of a model [20]. Examining Figure 13b reveals a similar behaviour of the
measured velocities to the velocity profiles in the near-wake field. The depth profiles of
the measured velocities experience a noticeable loss in the flow speed at the hub level,
whereas it accelerates faster around the upper tip of the rotor. Flow acceleration around
the rotor tips is an understandable phenomenon, but accelerating prior to reaching the
upper tip (Figure 13b) implies potential quality issues with the collected data. Examining
the depth profile of the modelled velocities shows that the flow is recovering rapidly
above the hub level, whereas it encounters perceptible reduction below the rotor level. A
simple explanation behind getting such velocity profile’s shape is that the modelled flow
suffers from high blockage effect between the seabed and the rotor tip, whereas the larger
space between the rotor and the surface allows the flow to recover faster. Analysing the
modelled velocity profile of the far-wake flow (Figure 13b) in conjunction of the results
for the near-wake flow (Figure 12b) can confirm the soundness of this hypothesis.
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(a) Before correction (b) After correction

The dashed line represent the model and the solid line represent the measurements.

Figure 13: Ebb tide - Comparison of the predicted and measured vertical depth profiles in the Far-Wake

3.2.3. Power predictions

Besides the ability to simulate the effects of the turbine’s presence on the flow, the
TEC code can predict the power output by feeding it with the power curve data of the
modelled turbine. This function will be validated by comparing the power output profile,
which is predicted by the model, against the one recorded for the DG4. To produce a
reliable comparison, the measurements’ time-frame needs to cover a period when the
turbine was fully operation in uncontrolled mode. Ideally, the measurements period is
preferred to cover one or more spring-neap tidal cycles. However, the data availability
has dictated the length of comparison period. By looking at Figure 4, the longest time-
frame, in which the turbine was operating freely without any external interference, is
between 18/07/2014 - 19/07/2014.

For the power measurements, it needs to be calculated using undisturbed flow that
is measured at 2D - 5D upstream the turbine, as recommended by the standards of
IEC 62600-200 [31]. The TEC code was designed to calculate the power based on the
simulated velocity at 3D upstream the turbine, which satisfies the IEC requirements.

The power predictions are plotted against the recorded power output of the DG4,
and displayed in Figure 14. The presented results demonstrates the model’s capability
of producing accurate predictions. The predicted power profile, as shown in Figure
14, matches the general trend of the measured power, with minor differences. The
main divergence between the predicted and recorded data appears to happen around the
periods when the DG4 turbine reaches its rated power. The TEC code is programmed
to limit the maximum power output to the turbine’s theoretical rated power, which is
fed to the model as an input. According to the DG4 specification sheet, the device rated
power is 1MW. Hence, the maximum predicted power output can not exceed the 1MW
value, whereas the recorded rated power has exceeded 1.15MW. In principle, since the
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model demonstrated a reasonable ability to match the measured output under 1MW, it
is reasonable to conclude that the model could match the recorded peaks if it was given
the real rated power instead of the designed rated power.

Figure 14: Validating model+TEC output - Power

4. Discussion

Various quality indicators and assessment approaches have been used in section 3
to validate the model predictions. Despite having some isolated anomalous results, the
outcome demonstrates some degree of consistency in confirming the model’s adequacy.
Relying solely on one method to validate the model could raise the danger of misjudging
the model’s performance. For instance, smaller values of RMSE and SI indices are usually
considered as an indication of high model’s accuracy [20]. However, some studies [32]
suggest that those indicators are not a wholly reliable metric of performance.

Prior to discussing the validity of the TEC implementation’s predictions, it is useful
to highlight some issues that can affect the accuracy of numerical models. A number
of factors can affect the quality of the model, such as the mesh resolution, simulation
time step, bathymetry, boundary conditions, and several others. As discussed in section
2.3, the model was forced with tidal constituents using the global tidal model TPXO9.
Generally speaking, global ocean models have reached an impressive level of veracity.
Nevertheless, there remain outstanding challenges to accurately model the shallow-water
environments and the high-latitude areas. Amongst the existing models, TPXO outper-
forms all other models in lower latitudes. On the contrary, it is considered relatively poor
in the high latitudes, especially on the European Shelf [33]. Although the poor quality
of TPXO will not invalidate the model’s predictions, it will introduce error. Likewise,
the low resolution of the GEBCO-08 bathymetry in the modelled domain may contribute
further to minor discrepancies between the predicted and measured data, particularly in
flood tide conditions.
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The mesh resolution plays a key role in producing good hydrodynamic models. For
example, the horizontal resolution of the mesh can affect the model’s ability to accurately
capture some specific flow patterns, like eddies. Similarly, the higher the mesh resolution
in the vertical plane, the better ability for the model to represent the vertical shear profile.
However, creating a mesh of high resolution covering a large domain is not practical,
because of the increased computational power required to solve the model equations.
Therefore, a balanced approach was adopted to construct the TELEMAC-3D mesh,
with a mixed resolution in the horizontal plane providing high level of details covering
the area of interest. To reasonably capture the turbine wake effect, the mesh resolution
around the TEC area was increased to D/4 - D/3, which is deemed to be adequate. In the
vertical plane, the options were limited to few layers due to the significant computational
power required to run the simulation. In addition to the seabed and surface layers, a
minimum of three layers was required to capture some of the turbine’s effect on the
velocity profile; one at the hub level and two at the upper and lower rotor tip’s level.
The presented results in Figures 11, 12 & 13 imply that probably more layers across
the rotor’s vertical axis are required to fully reflect the velocity profile changes withing
the rotor’s extent. Nevertheless those figures were able to display the difference in the
model’s performance at the rotor tip’s level compared to the hub level. It can be clearly
noticed that, in high speed flow, the model is unable to produce reliable predictions at
the rotor tip’s level. However, before drawing a conclusion, it is important to understand
the limitation of the TEC implementation in the model. In reality, the rotational motion
of the turbine’s rotor will create some complex vortices immediately downstream the
turbine. Whereas, the oversimplified representation of the turbine in the model, as added
friction on the three layers within the turbine’s envelope, will not be able to produce the
same phenomenon, especially at the rotor’s tips. In view of this fundamental differences
between the behaviour of a real turbine and its simulated effects, it is fair to assume
that the TEC implementation can produce reasonable predictions at the turbine’s hub
level only. Perhaps a higher resolution in the vertical plane will able to produce better
predictions away from the hub level.

Furthermore, the model has exhibited the tendency to underestimate the velocity
downstream the turbine, with a higher deficit in the near wake field, especially in flood
tides. This deficiency can be ascribed to the difference in the flow recovery rate down-
stream the turbine. In theory, the model is expected to simulate a recovery rate similar
to that estimated in the literature [34]. However, the in-situ measurements data show
that in reality the flow is recovering much faster than the rates which are estimated in the
literature. Therefore, in view of the deficit reduction rate, the model predictions would
be reasonably accurate beyond 7D downstream the turbine in ebb tides. Confirming
this assumption will require further in-situ measurements at 7D or more downstream the
turbine. It will be hard to interpret the same in flood tides condition due to the absence
of measured data in the far-wake.

Since the accuracy of the model is normally validated against in-situ measurements,
it is essential to pay careful attention when collecting those data, to avoid misjudging
the model’s performance. For example, measuring currents by a seabed mounted ADCP
may produce noisy readings close to the seabed [35], which should be excluded when
using those measurements to validate a model. Numerous other factors can affect the
quality of the ADCP measurements such as the calibration of the device, the bathymetry
complexity, the temporal resolution of the readings, and the turbulence intensity of the
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flow [36] [37]. Therefore, it is crucial to conduct proper quality checks on the measured
data that are planned to be used for validating the model. Moreover, having multiple
data sets can reduce the risk of relying on invalid readings from one device (e.g. Figure
6 which isolates the odd current direction readings from ADCP-7).

5. Conclusion and future work

A novel numerical tool was developed to represent the effects of a full-scale turbine
within TELEMAC-3D hydrodynamic models. In this paper, the performance of the
developed tool has been assessed and validated against in-situ measurements downstream
a full-scale turbine deployed at at the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) at the
Fall of Warness in Orkney as part of the Reliable Data Acquisition Platform for Tidal
(ReDAPT) project.

The validation process was conducted in two steps. The first step focused on vali-
dating the base model without turbine. The results of both time-domain and frequency-
domain validation approaches demonstrated consistency in confirming the model’s ability
to produce reliable and accurate predictions, with tendency to slightly (less than 10%)
underestimate the flood tides.

The second step aimed to assess the validity of TEC implementation in the TELEMAC-
3D model of FoW, and the tool’s ability to replicate the behaviour of the DG4 turbine.
Given the simplified method to represent the turbine as an added friction within the
momentum and continuity equations, there was no surprise in getting poor results at the
rotor’s tip levels. In fact, this does not compromise the usefulness of the tool. Since the
tidal energy developers are usually interested in estimating the potential power output
from the deployed device(s), producing good predictions at the hub level would be suffi-
cient to fulfil that objective. Although the model exhibited the tendency to overestimate
the turbine wake, it is expected to offset the deficiency in the velocity predictions at
approximately 7D downstream the turbine. Since this area falls outside the available
measurements zone, further ADCP deployments beyond 7D downstream the turbine are
required to confirm this notion. Nevertheless, the results, based on the available data,
confirm that at 5.5D the model is able to reproduce the turbine wake at the hub level
with less than 20% error margin. Therefore, it can be concluded that the turbine mod-
elled with this approach is thought to produce valid predictions beyond 7D downstream
of the turbine. Obtaining accurate predictions in the vicinity of the turbine would re-
quire modelling in detail each component of the TEC; perhaps it is worth exploring the
option of coupling CFD models of a full-scale turbine with coastal models. Nevertheless,
the developed tool demonstrated a remarkable ability to produce accurate power output
predictions, which forms a key parameter in planning tidal energy developments.

Since the model resolution can have a substantial impact on the model preference.
Therefore, future work will focus on exploring ways to increase the model resolution
without having a significant increase in the computational power demand. In addition
to that, it will assess whether a higher resolution model can be beneficial in improving
the accuracy of the TEC tool.

Other areas which will be useful to explore are: i) the impact of coupling the tidal
model with waves, ii) the model sensitivity to meteorological input variation, and iii)
assessing the preference of the TEC tool in capturing the cumulative effects of multiple
devices’ array.
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a b s t r a c t

Islands energy systems are often separated from mainland energy markets. Islands routinely rely on a
single imported source of energy, which exposes islands to economic risks, and an increased likelihood of
system failure. Integrating renewable energy into island energy systems can provide diversity of energy
supply and improved system efficiency, potentially yielding cheaper energy for island communities.
However, this requires an appropriate energy extraction strategy in combination with sufficient storage
to overcome the intermittent nature of the renewable energy resources. This paper investigates the most
cost-effective method to integrate tidal energy into the Orkney energy system. It explores various ap-
proaches to achieving efficient energy extraction. Different energy generation patterns are examined to
find the generation strategy that best fits the energy demand pattern of the isles, without conflicting
with the existing supply. This study demonstrates the potential of integrating tidal energy into an island
energy system without the need for expensive grid upgrades. It shows that limiting the capacity of the
tidal device, and maximising the generation time at the most frequent flow velocities, increases the
capacity factor of the installed system. This strategy improves the economic viability and commercial
competitiveness of tidal energy.

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Access to energy is absolutely essential for any community to
grow and to have a sustainable economy. This applies as much to a
small remote island as it does to a large metropolitan community.
At present, 45% of the world's population lives in rural and island
communities [1], yet they receive little attention for energy
development. The United Nations (UN) continues its efforts to
achieve reliable energy access globally by 2030 [2]. Recent studies
estimate that currently over 1 billion people still lack access to
electricity, of whom85% live in small islands and rural communities
[2,3]. Small islands often find themselves in the worst position.
They share many of the same issues faced by rural areas, together
with island specific characteristics such as diseconomies of scale,
high transport costs, specialised economies, limited resources and
fragile eco-systems. Those unique characteristics are known as ‘the
island factor’ [4]. The island factor means that small islands do not

generally have access to the full range of energy options available
on mainland markets, instead relying on a limited range of im-
ported sources of energy. In order to reduce dependency on im-
ported energy, small islands need to improve their energy
efficiency as well as to invest in locally generated renewable energy.

Depending on the geographical location, most of the islands are
blessed with one or more renewable resources such as wind, solar,
wave and tidal [5]. However, the intermittent nature of those en-
ergy sources means that generation may be out of phase with
consumption [6]. Storage and demand control can reduce the ef-
fects of renewable energy intermittency, but this requires more
complex modes of grid operation and makes network planning
more challenging and expensive [7].

Among the various renewable energy sources, tidal stream en-
ergy is unique in providing a seasonally consistent generation, with
very high levels of predictability [8]. Despite its predictability, tidal
energy is still intermittent and may not synchronise with demand.
However, with the right optimisation and appropriate storage
system, tidal stream energy can provide base-load power supply [9]
without adding more complexity to the grid operations (e.g. Shet-
land Tidal Array [10]).
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This paper explores a number of approaches to improve the
efficiency of the tidal energy generation. It suggests a novel cost-
effective strategy to: (a) increase the system efficiency and (b)
overcome the intermittency of the renewable energy sources. The
suggested strategy is tested on a case study to integrate tidal stream
energy generation into the Orkney island energy system. Orkney
provides an ideal case study for the development of tidal stream
energy within a complex energy market with significant constraint
issues. Besides, such a development needs to provide a workable
solution within the shared marine space with the other sea users
(e.g. fishing boats, ferries and commercial vessels). Complementary
to theoretical studies, this work provides an excellent case study to
explore real world optimisation of renewable energy generation.

Orkney has a complex energy system that continues to develop
rapidly. An exceptionally large renewable energy resources has
helped accomplish a transition from a net importer - requiring an
electrical distribution network linked to mainland Scotland - to a
net exporter of energy requiring a reinforced electrical network
with active network management [11]. Given its export constraints
Orkney is now increasing local electricity consumption as a fraction
of total energy use [12] and exploring options to convert renewable
electricity supply into alternative vectors such as hydrogen.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses Orkney's
energy systems. Section 3 investigates the methods to achieve cost-
efficient tidal energy generation and integration. Section 4 presents
the implementation of tidal energy integration into Orkney's en-
ergy market. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Orkney energy system

2.1. Market structure and description

Located off the north coast of mainland Scotland, Orkney is an
archipelago of 70 islands, of which more than two-thirds are un-
inhabited [13]. The majority of the 22,190 population live on the
largest island - Orkney Mainland - with less than 25% of the pop-
ulation scattered across 19 of the smaller isles [14].

Similar to other remote island communities, Orkney was highly
dependent on expensive imported fossil fuels to meet the island's
energy needs. This combined with a harsh climate, poor housing,
and low wages has resulted in one of the highest levels of fuel
poverty in Scotland [11]. Until recently electricity demand was
mainly supplied by two 20 MW 33 kV subsea power cables con-
necting Orkney to the UK national grid [15], five 3 MWgas turbines
at Flotta terminal and a standby diesel power generator on the is-
land to supply the winter peak demand [11]. However, Orkney's
energy system has changed significantly over the past 20yrs due to
the rapid development of small and large scale wind energy. Ork-
ney also possesses substantial untapped renewable energy re-
sources in the form of wave and tide [16]. This made Orkney an
attractive place for marine renewable energy developers. The Eu-
ropean Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) opened in 2003 to provide
wave and tidal energy technologies developers with accredited
open-sea testing facilities [17].

2.2. Electricity systems

With over 50 MWof installed wind energy capacity, Orkney has
been a net exporter of electricity since 2013 (Fig. 1) [18,19]. The
increasing interests in exploiting Orkney's renewable energy re-
sources, and the desire to promote Orkney as a successful showcase
of ‘Renewable Energy Islands’ have created a desire to develop a
more integrated system to overcome the grid's infrastructure lim-
itation. For many years reinforcing Orkney's local network, and
increasing the capacity of the subsea cables between Orkney and

mainland Scotland, was seen as a local priority. However this is one
of many energy infrastructure projects across the UK requiring in-
vestment and progress has been slow. Instead, in 2009, Scottish
Hydro Electric Power Distribution (SHEPD) upgraded Orkney's local
network to become the UK's first smart grid using the new Active
Network Management (ANM) approach [20]. ANM enabled more
renewable generation to be connected to Orkney's local network
without the need for substantial and expensive grid upgrades. The
ANM divided Orkney's local network into zones, as shown in Fig. 2.
Each zone represents a constraint point in the network. The ANM
measures real time power flows at several points on the network.
The system then monitors and controls the connected renewable
energy generators to regulate the power flows through the network

Fig. 1. Orkney monthly net electricity imports/exports 2012e2018 [21].

Fig. 2. Orkney ANM system zones [21].
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(i.e. generators will be switched-off by the ANM system when the
power supply exceeds the demand or the network capacity) [21].

Besides controlling the energy flow, and to reduce the power
generation curtailment, in 2013 SHEPD added energy storage sys-
tem (ESS) to Orkney's ANM system by installing a 2MW/1 MWh
lithium-ion battery, which is charged at times when energy flow
from the core zone of the ANM network is constrained [22].

Although implementation of the ANM and ESS systems allowed
connection of more renewable generators to Orkney's network, the
limits within the electrical connection between Orkney and the
mainland continued to force a high percentage of curtailment [11].
These constraints hindered the growth of renewable energy de-
velopments in Orkney, which raised the need to consider other
options besides the grid link reinforcement. A number of innovative
projects have been developed in Orkney to overcome the grid
limitations, such as Surf'n’Turf [23] and BIG HIT [19,24,25] (Building
Innovative Green Hydrogen systems in an Isolated Territory), which
aim to convert and store energy in the form of hydrogen from
curtailed electricity (Fig. 3). Hydrogen is produced from the energy
generated by the tidal turbines at EMEC test site in Eday [26], and
the 900 kW community-owned wind turbines on the islands of
Shapinsay and Eday [27], using 1 MW and 0.5 MW electrolysers on
Shapinsay and Eday respectively [28].

The produced hydrogen is stored in fuel cells [28], which are
utilised to provide heating for Shapinsay School, power to some of
the inter-island ferries that dock overnight at Kirkwall harbour
[11,29], and to supply the Hydrogen Refuelling Station in Hatston
[30].

Those projects have paved the way to explore other revolu-
tionary concepts to utilise hydrogen [31] in shipping, heating and
aviation, such as HyFlyer zero-emission aircraft testing project [32].

2.3. Electricity demand and supply pattern

The historical data of annual electricity consumption [21,33]
show that the total annual electricity demand for the past 10 years
was almost constant; ranging between 130 and 150 GWh. Before

2013, this demand was mainly met by non-renewable electricity.
Over the past two decades, Orkney has seen a rapid growth in
renewable energy generation from wind in particular, which
increased from approximately 17 GWh in 2003 to around 140 GWh
in 2014 [11], the data extracted from Ref. [21] show that since 2013
Orkney's annual renewable generation has exceeded the local
electricity demand (Fig. 4), and Orkney has become a net exporter
of electricity (Fig. 1).

Orkney's renewable generation is dominated by wind, which is
known for its seasonality [34]. Thus, it would be expected to have
less energy generated in the summer months. This reduction in
wind more than offsets any summer increase in domestic solar

Fig. 3. Orkney hydrogen projects [25].

Fig. 4. Orkney annual electricity demand vs renewable generation 2012e2018 [21]*. *
There is a gap in the extracted data from Ref. [21] for Q3 2015, which results in
showing lower figures for the total annual demand and generation in 2015. However,
the published figures by Ref. [11] show that the total electricity consumption in 2015
was 144 GWh.
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energy generation. The modest rise in temperature and less
frequent cooling winds during the summer months reduces the
demand on electricity for heating, which accounts for a large
portion of electricity consumption in Orkney. Around 41% of Ork-
ney's households use an electrical heating source [35]. Although
the variation in renewable energy generation and the electricity
demand follow a similar pattern seasonally, the renewable gener-
ation is insufficient to meet all the local electricity demand during
summer months, as outlined in Fig. 5.

Moreover, besides its seasonality, wind is known for its inter-
mittent nature and its diurnal variability [34,36], which means the
generation pattern is frequently out of synchronisation with de-
mand. Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the electricity demand pattern
recorded at 30mins and 10mins intervals respectively against the
renewable energy generation. The variation between supply and
demand can be clearly observed. This variation makes it impossible
for Orkney energy system to become 100% renewable energy
dependent, unless a comprehensive energy strategy is developed to
match the demand and the supply, and to provide a form of
renewable generation base-load.

2.4. Other energy demand

Road transport is a major energy consumer in Orkney [11]. As
part of their efforts to decarbonise Orkney's transport network, the
Scottish Government and Orkney Islands Council (OIC) [37,38],
have encouraged and supported switching to electric vehicles (EV).
There has been a steady growth in numbers of EVs registered in
Orkney; around 247 EVs registered by the third quarter of 2019
[39]. Another benefit of EVs is that can be used as a means to bal-
ance the electrical network and reduce the renewable energy
generation curtailment [40].

In 2020, a new smart energy project, The ReFLEX Orkney
(Responsive Flexibility), was launched in Orkney to develop a Vir-
tual Energy System (VES), which will interlink and monitor local
electricity, transport and heat systems powered by local renewable
energy. The project will adapt smart energy control technologies to
improve the energy supply-demand balance [41]. The success of
this project will enable more renewable energy generation to be
deployed and/or the existing constrained renewable generation
being able to run longer without curtailment. This will pave the
way for Orkney to become 100% renewable energy island.

How would Orkney's local community benefit from those new

state-of-the-art projects? Unlocking Orkney's renewable potential
will allow more investments and faster growth in renewable en-
ergy developments in Orkney. It will create more local jobs op-
portunities and achieve energy independence for Orkney. Energy
independence may lead to cheaper energy if it is implemented
correctly. Key factors include applying efficient energy extraction
techniques and adopting integrated energy systems that balance
supply and demand.

3. Cost-effective tidal energy generation

As discussed in the previous section, the current renewable
energy generation pattern in Orkney, which is dominated largely by
wind, is incapable of achieving energy independence. Electricity
imports will be needed to meet the electricity demand when the
wind is not blowing. Reducing electricity-imports dependence re-
quires steadier generation and an energy management strategy
that aligns demand with generation.

Among the various renewable energy sources, tides are largelyFig. 5. Orkney monthly electricity demand vs renewable generation 2018 [21].

Fig. 6. Orkney half-hourly electricity demand vs renewable generation 2018 [21].

Fig. 7. Orkney 10mins intervals electricity demand vs renewable generation Mar2020
e Nov2020 [21].
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predictable for at least 100 years [42]. Therefore, with an appro-
priate storage system, tidal energy could, in principle, provide base-
load power generation. Orkney has a substantial tidal stream. In
some areas of Orkney, tidal current speed exceeds 4.5 m/s [43],
which makes it a very attractive location for tidal energy de-
velopments. However, to lower the energy cost and maximise the
benefits of tidal energy generation, the energy extraction method
needs to be technically and economically efficient. Importantly this
involves three steps: (i) choosing the right device for the right site;
(ii) selecting the most efficient array configuration; and (iii)
adopting an appropriate energy generation strategy.

3.1. Tidal device selection

A variety of factors are normally considered in site identification
for tidal stream energy, these include: resource availability; grid
connection infrastructure; site accessibility; local ecology; and site
geo-characteristics such as depth [44]. However, selecting a suit-
able tidal device for a specific site is predominantly driven by the
device power capacity and the expected cost of energy, besides
some considerations of the site constraints.

Generally speaking, most existing tidal stream technologies are
being designed using generic information and not tuned to a site's
unique characteristics. The main focus of the technology de-
velopers when designing their devices is to improve the economics
by maximising the energy extraction rate and the theoretical effi-
ciency of the device, without really considering the distinctive
characteristics of the specific development site; i.e. one size fits all.
In reality, one design does not fit all sites, even if it fits within the
site constraints. For example, Schluntz & Willden [45] conducted a
study using four different blockage ratios with four different rotors
design (each rotor was designed for a specific blockage ratio). They
observed that each rotor performed best for the blockage ratio that
it was designed for. The performance of a rotor designed for a low
blockage condition was improved in a high blockage condition, but
could not match a rotor designed for high blockage condition. A
rotor designed for a high blockage condition performed far more
poorly in a low blockage condition than a rotor designed for that
condition.

In this study, we considered two different tidal sites (the Fall of
Warness and the Pentland Firth), and five different tidal stream
technologies, to investigate the impact of changes in site charac-
teristics on device performance. The two sites were chosen as
representatives of energetic sites with regular tidal flow, and the
devices were selected based on the publicly available data. Fig. 8
shows indicative power and extraction efficiency trend curves for
the selected devices, which are derived mainly from the published
information on the developers websites and the specifications of
those devices.

Using current velocity time-series extracted from a numerical
model of Orkney waters and Pentland Firth (as will be discussed in
later sections), and by interpreting the available power curves
(Fig. 8), the performance of the five devices was assessed by esti-
mating the power output and the expected capacity factor (Tables 1
and 2).

Both sites have a substantial resource and both meet all the
requirements to deploy any of the five technologies, however the
results show that some devices perform better than others at a
particular site. For example, Table 1 shows that, in terms of eco-
nomics and overall system efficiency, the SCHOTTEL-SIT250(6 m) is
the best choice among the five selected technologies for Fall of
Warness, though its power extraction efficiency is not the highest.
By contrast, analysis for the Pentland Firth site indicates that SIT250
is not the best choice, as shown in Table 2. Among the five analysed
technologies, the ATLANTIS turbine AR1500 would be the best

choice for Pentland Firth.
In-depth analysis of the results and the relationship between

the different power performance indicators will not be discussed in
this paper. This will be considered in a separate study. However, the
preliminary results (as shown in Tables 1 and 2) are enough to
demonstrate the link between the device performance and the site
characteristics, which can have a great impact on the overall system
efficiency. Therefore, to achieve efficient and cost-effective energy
extraction, tidal devices should be designed and tuned for a specific
site and even for a specific array layout configuration.

3.2. Efficient tidal array layout

Designing a tidal array is comprised of two stages: macro- and
micro-design. Macro-design focuses on the size and the general
arrangement of the array. Whilst, micro-design deals with the po-
sition of the individual turbines within the array and the required
tuning for each turbine [46]. Optimising the number and the dis-
tribution of the turbines within the array is the first step to design
an efficient array layout. Achieving the optimal array layout re-
quires site-specific tuning of the individual turbines to maximise
the array's energy output. Besides maximising the power output
and the extraction efficiency, the design process should consider
other factors such as the cumulative impact on the surrounding
environment. Together, those factors can dictate the maximum
allowable size of the tidal array [47]. In this study, the array layout
will be configured to maximise the energy extraction efficiency
only, without considering the other factors, which could affect the
size and density of the array. The array here is used as an indicator
to assess the effectiveness of the proposed integration strategy.

The configuration of the array has a great impact on the amount
of extracted energy by the tidal turbines. For horizontal axis tur-
bines (other types will not be discussed in this paper), the efficiency
of the array is mainly influenced by the blockage ratio and the in-
teractions between turbines wakes [48,49]. Garrett & Cummins
[49] suggested that packing the width of the channel with a single
row of turbines to create a tidal fence provides the most efficient
array design. This configuration eliminates the wake effects, and
enhances the blockage effect. However, in real-life, this is generally
not possible due to the need to have clear navigation routes
through the channel. Improvements on this simple tidal fence
concept were proposed by Ref. [50]. They suggested creating a
partial fence, blocking only part of the channel widthwith the same
number of turbines (Fig. 9). This arrangementmaintains high global
blockage (i.e. the fraction of the channel cross-section occupied by
turbines) and increases the blockage ratio within the fence (i.e.
local blockage ratio). Increasing the local blockage will force the
flow to accelerate around the turbines. This will result in enhanced
power extraction efficiency, while allowing the marine traffic
through the channel. Further improvements were introduced by
Ref. [51] suggesting that splitting the partial tidal fence into sub-
fences would increase the power coefficient from the Lanchester-
Betz value of 16/27 (¼ 0.593) to 0.865.

UA is the flow velocity immediately upstream the array, D is the
rotor diameter, S is the cross-stream spacing between the turbines,
and A is the partial-fence length equal to Nx(D þ S), where N is the
number of turbines.

In practice, most tidal farm designs comprise multiple rows of
tidal devices. When arranging the turbines in multiple rows of tidal
fences, the streamwise spacing between the rows is recommended
to be at least 10D (i.e. 10 times the rotor diameter) to reduce the
wake effects on the consecutive rows as the flow recovers 80%e90%
at 10D to 20D downstream the turbine [52,53]. In practice, a variety
of constraints (e.g. the geometry of the channel) may make such a
layout impractical, or inefficient. Staggered grid arrays can provide
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an alternative solution [46]. However, the shorter streamwise
spacing between the array rows means that the cross-stream
spacing between the turbines need to be greater to reduce the
wake interaction effects. Ideally, a staggered grid will be arranged
with 2.5D cross-stream spacing and at least 4D streamwise spacing
[54]. The wider gaps between the turbines cause a reduction in the
local blockage ratio, and consequently a reduction in the power
coefficient compared to the tidal fence concept.

U is the undisturbed flow velocity in the channel, D is the rotor
diameter, S is the cross-stream spacing between the turbines, Sg is
the cross-stream spacing between sub-arrays, and L is the stream-
wise spacing between the rows.

A novel solution was introduced by Almoghayer & Woolf [55],
suggesting that turbines be arranged in a Staggered Sub-Array SSA
configuration (Fig. 10). This layout combines the benefits of a
densely-packed fence and a staggered grid. It enables high local
blockage within the sub-arrays, while the gaps between the sub-
arrays eliminate array-choking and reduce the wakes interaction
with the downstream sub-arrays. Also, a SSA layout is consistent
with a number of existing tidal stream technologies in the market,
such as PLAT-I (each PLAT-I device consists of 4 turbines forming a
sub-fence). With some tuning, such an arrangement can achieve
the highest possible power coefficient.

3.3. Efficient energy extraction strategy

Selecting a suitable device for a specific site, and designing an
efficient array layout are key elements, but does not guarantee the
most efficient energy extraction. Several other factors can affect

Fig. 8. Indicative power & Cp trend curves for five tidal stream energy technologies.

Table 1
Performance assessment of the five tidal stream technologies at Fall of Warness*.

Technology Pr Pop Pop/Pr Cp(a) CF

SeaGen-S 2 MW 2000 1131 57% 37% 40.5%
AR1500 1.5 MW 1500 853 57% 42% 27%
SR250 250 kW 250 137 55% 28.5% 39%
SIT250 70 kW 70 33 48% 30.5% 43%
DG1000 1 MW 1000 483 48% 37% 33.5%

Table 2
Performance assessment of the five tidal stream technologies at Pentland Firtha.

Technology Pr Pop Pop/Pr Cp(a) CF

SeaGen-S 2 MW 2000 1420 71% 32% 48%
AR1500 1.5 MW 1500 1143 76% 33% 51%
SR250 250 kW 250 172 69% 24% 46%
SIT250 70 kW 70 45 64% 26% 49%
DG1000 1 MW 1000 589 59% 36% 33%

a Where Pr is the rated power [kW], Pop the average operating power over the
tidal cycle period [kW], Cp(a) the average operational power coefficient and CF the
capacity factor.

Fig. 9. Partial fence array covers a fraction of the channel width.
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generation efficiency and the cost of energy. These include site
characteristics, infrastructure cost, and grid limitation. Further-
more, these factors are often inter-linked. For example, a higher
power output requires more expensive infrastructure (e.g. higher
grid connection capacity) for a low system capacity factor, which
results in a higher energy cost. A system like that is definitely not
the most efficient or cost-effective system. In fact, the nature of the
tidal cycle implies that the higher flow velocities occur for a shorter
period of the tidal cycle compared to the lower velocities (e.g.
Fig. 11). Since the power is proportional to the velocity cubed (Eq.
(1)), generating at higher velocities using more powerful devices
produces the greatest flows of electricity, it is natural to make an a
priori assumption that tuning turbines to generate at high current
speeds results in the best economic outcome. The analysis pre-
sented below challenges this assumption.

Pe ¼ 1
2
rCpAV3 (1)

where r is the fluid density, Cp is the power coefficient, A is the rotor
swept area and V is the velocity of the tidal flow.

The power generation is truncated at 70 kW (the rated power) at
the times when the velocity reaches or exceeds 2.7 m/s (the rated
velocity).

Prioritising generation at high flows (i.e. setting a high rated

capacity for the turbines) at sites where the average flow velocity is
much lower (e.g. Fig. 11 - b) will produce steep power peaks and
result in a significant fluctuation in energy generation over the tidal
cycle period (Fig. 12). This means the system capacity factor will be
low, and also means that the device structure, the Power Take Off
(PTO) system, the infrastructure, the cables and the grid connection
will be designed and sized to accommodate the higher energy flow
that form only a small fraction of the overall energy generation over
time. As a result, the energy cost will be higher, and the systemwill
not be able to provide a reliable base-load generation.

A modified strategy based on regulating the power output will
reduce the variation in power generation over the tidal cycle, which
would improve the economics of the energy extraction and provide
some form of firm generation. This can be achieved by limiting the
rated capacity of the tidal device. Thus, it will operate at the lower
rated power for longer periods of the tidal cycle, which will in-
crease the capacity factor of the device, Eq. (2).

Capacity Factor ¼ Actual Energy Generated ðMWhÞ
Rated capacity ðMWÞ � Period ðhÞ (2)

Obviously, limiting the device capacity will reduce the overall
energy output. However [56,57], suggested that limiting the tur-
bine capacity by 50%e60% will result in approximately 10%e20%

Fig. 10. Staggered Sub-Array SSA formation covers friction of the channel width.

Fig. 11. Velocity probability density at two different sites over spring-neap tidal cycle.

Fig. 12. Power generation curve for a 70 kW turbine at Fall of Warness over spring-
neap tidal cycle.
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only reduction in the total power output. Those figures are a rough
estimation only, as the actual numbers will highly depend on the
site-specific characteristics and the tidal device specification.

Limiting the capacity of the tidal device will reduce the rated
rotor torque (Pf t). This will reduce the weight and the cost of the
PTO components and the device structure, which all together form
about 25%e50% of the total cost of a tidal stream development [58].
Also, lowering the maximum energy flow will allow to reduce the
size and the cost of the cables and the associated infrastructure. The
overall cost saving would offset any loss due to the reduction in the
total energy output. A cost-efficient energy extraction strategy can
be reached by selecting a capacity limiting factor that achieves a
reasonable balance between the loss in the energy output and the
saving in the cost of the development.

4. Integration of tidal energy into orkney energy system

4.1. Site selection

The location and the geography of Orkney's islands means tidal
flow accelerates significantly when passes through the various
straits of the archipelago. This creates number of potentially good
sites for tidal stream energy projects (Fig. 13). Unfortunately, not all
these sites are suitable for development, either because of the non-
availability of a grid connection or due to technical requirements
(e.g. minimum water depth). At the moment, only two sites in
Orkney have been developed for tidal energy: MeyGen at Pentland
Firth and EMEC tidal test site at Fall of Warness.

Hoy Sound is an alternative location possessing the key

elements for a suitable tidal energy site as outlined by Ref. [44]. Hoy
Sound is situated between Orkney mainland and the island of
Graemsay, around 2 km from the port of Stromness and 1 km from
the nearest potential cable landfall point. Our hydrodynamic model
shows that the maximum spring peak current in Hoy Sounds ex-
ceeds 3 m/s. This has been confirmed by field measurements car-
ried out by Aquatera Ltd using Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler
(ADCP).

Three potential sites has been identified in Hoy Sound (as shown
in Fig. 14) based on the following criteria:

� Highest possible power density.
� Minimum depth of at least 12 m to seabed at lowest astro-
nomical tide.

� Avoidance of navigation routes (Fig. 15).

The average power density (APD) available across the surface
area of Hoy Sound is calculated from the time series of the pre-
dicted velocity distribution with the equation below:

APD ¼ 1
2
rV3

rmc (3)

where r is the fluid density and Vrmc is the root mean cubed velocity
(m/s).

Site (B) has the highest power density, but it is very close to the
Hamnavoe ferry route (Stromness - Scrabster) as shown in Fig. 15.
While site (C) is located in a deeper water, it has the lowest power
density and it too is close to the ferry route. Site (A) covers around

Fig. 13. Suitable tidal sites in Orkney.
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Fig. 14. The potential development sites A, B & C in Hoy Sound.

Fig. 15. Marine traffic in Hoy Sound.
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0.3 km� 0.6 km in 12e14mwater depth and is located to the south
of the main navigational channel, protected fromwesterly seas by a
shallow area known as Showbelly. The maximum spring peak
current at site (A) is around 3.3 m/s, and the average Vrmc is
approximately 1.67 m/s. The key characteristics of the three sites
are summarised in Table 3. It is clear that site (A) meets the se-
lection criteria, and is the best choice among the three sites.

4.2. Device selection

Device selection for the proposed site was governed by the site
characteristics and the availability of published data (i.e. power
performance curves and technical specifications) of the existing
tidal stream technologies in the market. The selection process will
cover horizontal axis turbines only, it will not consider other types
of tidal stream technologies.

The minimum water depth of the deployment site is the key
factor that dictates the maximum rotor diameter. Several studies
have investigated the optimal ratio for rotor diameter to water
depth and the effect of boundary proximity on tidal turbines per-
formance. It has been observed that placing the turbine close to the
seabed, or the surface, would reduce the efficiency of the turbine.
One study [59] suggested that the optimal position for the turbine
is achieved by placing the turbine at least 2 R above the seabed and
1.5 R below the surface, where R is the rotor radius and the distance
is measured from the rotor centre to the seabed or the surface.
Hence, the minimum water depth should be greater that 3.5 R.
Since the minimum water depth in site (A) is approximately 12 m,
the maximum feasible rotor diameter that meets the suggested
criterion would be less than 7 m.

Another factor in choosing a suitable device is the modularity
and the ability to assemble the device in a multiple-rotor formation
(i.e. sub-group arrays), which will enable a SSA formation.
Considering the aforementioned criteria, the PLAT-I device which is
equipped with 4 x SCHOTTEL SIT250 turbines (Fig. 16) offers the
best suitable option for the prospective development. Table 4
summarises the technical specification of the selected device.

4.3. Numerical model

4.3.1. Model description
The model was constructed using TELEMAC-3D software, which

is part of the TELEMAC-MASCARET modelling system. TELEMAC-
MASCARET is a set of modelling tools capable of treating every
aspect of natural free surface hydraulics: currents, waves, transport
of tracers and sedimentology.

The TELEMAC-3D is a three-dimensional (3D) computational
code simulates tidal hydrodynamics using a finite-element
approximation of the 3D Navier-Stokes equations with non-
hydrostatic (hydrostatic option is available) and Boussinesq as-
sumptions, and a split stepping algorithm in three computational
steps on a 3D unstructured mesh, which is made of prisms auto-
matically constructed by TELEMAC- 3D [61]:

� The first step solves the advection terms only in the momentum
equations to calculate the advected velocity components.

� The second step computes the new velocity components taking
into account the diffusion terms and the source terms in the
momentum equations.

� The last step computes the water depth from the vertical inte-
gration of the continuity equation and the momentum equa-
tions only including the pressure-continuity terms

Due to those assumptions, the 3D equations being solved are:

vU
vx

þ vV
vy

þ vW
vx

¼ 0 (4)

vU
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vU
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þW
vW
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¼ �1
r

vp
vz

þ vDðWÞ þ Fz (7)

where U, V, and W are the 3D components of velocity in the
horizontal (x and y) and vertical (z) directions respectively. v is the
kinematic viscosity and tracer diffusion coefficient, t is the time
step, p is the pressure and r is the water density. Fx, Fy and Fz are
source terms denoting the wind, the Coriolis force and the bottom
friction or any other process being modelled by similar formulas.

The pressure is split up into a hydrostatic pressure and a dy-
namic pressure term:

p ¼ patm þ r0gðZs� zÞ þ r0g
ðZs

z

Dr
r0

dzþ pd (8)

where patm is the atmospheric pressure, g is the acceleration due
to gravity, Zs is the free surface elevation, r0 is the reference water
density, Dr is the variation of density around the reference density
and pd dynamic pressure.

Further details of the TELEMAC-3D are found in a number of
publications and documentations (e.g. Refs. [61e63]), and thus
shall not be commented on further here (see also www.
opentelemac.org).

4.3.2. Model set-up
To estimate the available resource in Hoy Sound and to evaluate

the efficiency of different energy extraction scenarios at site (A), a
3D model was developed, with 6 vertical layers in a mixture of
Sigma and Z-layer coordinate system. The Z-layers were used to fix
the location of the turbines in the water column (3 Z-layers to cover
the upper tip, the centre and the lower tip of the turbines), while

Table 3
Key characteristics of the prospective sites.

Site Min depth Vrmc Cross-stream Marine Sheltered

(m) (m/s) width (m) traffic risk area

Site A 12 1.67 300 None Yes
Site B 10 1.85 180 Medium Relatively
Site C 15 1.46 350 High No

Where Vrmc is the root mean cubed velocity.

Fig. 16. PLAT-I tidal device [60].
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the Sigma layers were evenly spaced through the reminder of the
water column. In the horizontal plane, an unstructured triangular
mesh was constructed with variable resolution scales; the wider
computational domain was generated with a resolution of
maximum 150 m edge length, then the resolution was increased
gradually towards Hoy Sound (the area between Stromness and
Graemsay island). Themeshwas refined around the peripheral area
of site (A) and the farm area (within the boundaries of the devel-
opment site) to create a higher resolution of 2 m.

A 15 day simulation was performed to cover a full tidal cycle,
with the first day of simulation excluded from analysis to allow the
model to spin-up from an initial state. The horizontal and vertical
turbulent viscosity were modelled using the k � ε turbulence
model. Further, the bottom friction was modelled using Nikuradse
law with a friction coefficient ¼ 0.03. The open boundaries of the
model were forced by tidal elevation and velocities with 15 tidal
constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, Q1, MM,Mf, M4, MN4, MS4,
2N2, and S1) using the global tidal model TPXO9 (https://www.
tpxo.net/global/tpxo9-atlas).

To validate the 3Dmodel, the output was averaged over multiple
layers and compared to depth averaged ADCP data. This approach is
reasonably sufficient to provide confidence in the model's ability to
predict reality. Figs. 17 and 18 display the comparison of simulated
and measured tidal current velocities for a spring-neap period.

4.3.3. Tidal turbines implementation
Tidal turbines can be represented in the TELEMAC as a drag

force. This function is implemented only in TELEMAC-2D module
(details about using the drag force concept to model tidal turbines
in TELEMAC-2D can be found in Refs. [64,65]). To model tidal tur-
bines in TELEMAC-3D, we developed a code to emulate the drag
force function by applying an additional source term in Eqs.
(5)e(7); the additional source term represent the drag force, which
is equal and opposite to the thrust exerted by the flow on the tur-
bine (Fd ¼ � Ft). Thrust force is give by:

Ft ¼ 1
2
rCtAV2 (9)

where Ct is trust coefficient, A is the rotor swept area, and V is
the flow speed.

To implement the drag/thrust force in TELEMAC-3D, the thrust
coefficient must be determined first. There is a relationship be-
tween the thrust coefficient (Ct), power coefficient (Cp) of a turbine,
and its axial induction factor (a) [66]:

Ct ¼ 4að1�aÞ (10)

Cp ¼ 4að1� aÞ2 (11)

Combining Eqs. (10) and (11) gives:

Ct ¼ Cp
ð1� aÞ (12)

since Cp and a are known variables, implementing Eq. (12) in the
developed code would compute Ct, and consequently Ft, at each
time-step. A detailed method to represent the tidal turbines in 3D
hydrodynamic models can be found in Refs. [67,68]. For simplicity,
in this study, an average value of Ct ¼ 0.4 is calculated based on the
average Cp value for SIT-250 turbines.

4.3.4. Tidal array configuration
The proposed array comprises 10 PLAT-I devices with a total

capacity of 2.8 MW. Each device is represented in the model as sub-
group of 4 individual turbines (thrust force) with a spacing of 1.12D
centre to centre, and the clearance between the sub-groups is 60 m

Table 4
Key technical specifications of the PLAT-I device [60].

Platform

Length 32 m
Beam 27 m
Minimum water depth 10 m

Power Take Off

Rotor diameter 6.3 m
Rated power 4 � 70 kW
Rated water speed 2.7 m/s
Maximum water speed 4 m/s

Mooring

Mooring footprint 100 � 50 m
Swing radius 40 m

Fig. 17. Validating model prediction vs ADCP measurements over 15 days - East
component.

Fig. 18. Validating model prediction vs ADCP measurements over 15 days - North
component.
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to allow enough space for each PLAT-I device to rotate with flow
direction. The devices are organised in SSA formation (Fig. 19) with
a streamwise spacing between rows of 10D, which will reduce the
wake effect and allow enough space for the mooring and for the
individual devices to rotate with the flow direction.

The turbines are placed at 5 m depth (rotor centre), and the
undisturbed flow velocity is taken at 3D upstream the turbine. The
power coefficient Cp is calculated at each time-step from the pub-
lished power curve for SIT250 turbine (Fig. 8), and Ct ¼ 0.4.

Only the operational state of the turbines is considered in the
model; any drag due to the presence of the device structure or the
static state of the turbine is neglected in this study.

4.4. Power regulation and integration strategy

4.4.1. Regulating power output
As discussed in section 2, the key issues with the current energy

system in Orkney are, the grid limitation, and the intermittency of
the wind dominated renewable generation. Integrating more tidal
energy generation into Orkney's system and adopting an appro-
priate generation strategy, as described in section 3.3, can provide
some form of consistent pattern of energy generation, which helps
to plan and control the energy flow into the network, and reduces
the strain on the grid. In addition to smoothing energy flow into the
grid, limiting the capacity of the turbine would improve the overall
system efficiency.

The average Vrmc for the selected site is 1.67 m/s (Table 3) which
is much lower than the rated speed of SIT250 (70 kW) turbine
(2.7 m/s). Therefore, unregulated SIT250 turbine at this site will
operate at its rated capacity for a very short period of the tidal cycle,
as illustrated in Fig. 20.

In order to choose an appropriate limiting factor, a number of
scenarios were considered, as shown in Table 5. The loss in power
generation was assessed against the improvement in the system
efficiency. All the scenarios in which the regulated rated speed was
set above 2 m/s resulted in approximately 1% energy loss for each
2.7% increase of the system capacity factor (CF). Limiting the rated
speed to a value lower than 2 m/s increased the energy loss for the

same gain in CF. A limiting factor of 33% (scenario 2) was selected
for the tidal farm development in Hoy Sound, which can achieve a
reasonable balance between the predicted loss in revenue (due to
the reduction of the annual power output) and the anticipated cost
saving (due to improvement of the system efficiency and the
reduction of development capital cost), as shown in Tables 5 and 6.

Limiting the power capacity of SIT250 is implemented in the
numerical model by decreasing Ct value to reflect the modified
rated capacity. Applying 33% limiting factor on the array's turbines
has reduced the farm rated capacity from 2.8 MW to 1.88 MW.
Fig. 21 and Table 7 present the simulation results and the power
output which is generated by the unregulated and regulated tidal
array. The results show that limiting the device capacity decreases
the variation in power generation between neap and spring tides.
Interestingly, comparing the simulated power output of the array
against the anticipated power output of a single SIT250 turbine
shows that although the capacity of each turbinewas limited to 67%
of its rated power, the overall farm capacity was only reduced by
26.5%. It becomes more interesting when comparing the loss/gain

Fig. 19. Proposed tidal array of 10 PLAT-I device at site A - Hoy Sound where the dashed line represents the outline of the proposed array, and the red squares represent the location
of the individual turbines (rotor centre).

Fig. 20. Velocity probability density over full tidal cycle at site A - Hoy Sound.
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due to limiting the turbines capacity. The simulation results show
(Table 8) that the array's total power loss has dropped from 14% to
4.29% and the capacity factor has increased from 29% to 42.5%
compared to the expected results from a single regulated SIT250
turbine. This is attributed to the effects of the array layout, termed
the array layout factor (ALF). As discussed in section 3.2, the
configuration of the array layout will influence the performance of
the individual turbines within the array. Placing the turbines in a
specific formation can increase the power available for each tur-
bine, compared to the power available for a single turbine. Simi-
larly, reducing the extracted power by the turbines at each row of
the array (i.e. limiting the capacity of the turbines) will increase the
available power for the turbines in the following rows. This can be
seen clearly in Fig. 22. When the flow passes through the first row
of turbines, the unregulated devices will extract more power, while
the regulated turbines will extract less power, as shown in Fig. 22a.
By the time, the flow reaches the last row of the array, there will be
less power available to the unregulated turbines compared to the
regulated ones (Fig. 22d). Therefore, the turbines in the regulated
array will operate at a higher percentage of their rated power
compared to the unregulated array, which will increase the overall
efficiency of the array. In other words, the ALF can amplify the
benefits of limiting the power output, if the array layout is designed
appropriately, taking in consideration the power regulation
scenario.

4.4.2. Integration strategy
Regulation of the turbines capacity helped to smooth the power

output and reduce the generation variation over the spring-neap
tidal cycle. However, the proposed farm is situated at the wide
outlet of Hoy Sound. This implies that the tidal flow passing

through the site can be described as asymmetric flow, which can be
observed in Figs. 21 and 22. Hence, a second stage regulation
strategy is required to reduce the power variation over the flood-
ebb cycle.

In the second stage regulation, there will be no further cap on
the generation side. Instead, a limit will be applied on the power
released into the grid, the reminder of the produced energy will be
stored temporary and released into the grid at times when the
power generation is below the set limit value.

Storage provides ameans tomatch the supply and demand, or to
create consistent base-load supply, by manipulating the energy
flow. In this analysis, for simplicity, the storage strategy is applied to
demonstrate the possibility to create a firm power supply that can
be integrated into Orkney's local network without causing addi-
tional strain to the grid and can improve the reliability of Orkney's
electricity system.

Based on the velocity distribution at the prospective site, and
the power output time-series of the regulated turbines, the mean
power output of the regulated farm turbine is about 550 kW.
Running various power storage scenarios, reveals that regulating
the power released per turbine to 21 kWwill produce a continuous
power supply of 840 kW from the proposed tidal farm as shown in
Fig. 23. Part of the storage requirement can be fulfilled by utilising
the existing storage system of 2MW/1 MWh lithium-ion battery
within Orkney's ANM system. The balance of required storage will
require addition battery installation, which can be determined
during the detailed design stage.

4.4.3. Economic assessment
The absence of publicly available device-specific cost data (i.e.

manufacturing cost, installation cost and cables size and cost),
means a comprehensive economic evaluation of the impact of the
regulation strategy on the overall energy cost is not possible.
However, an indicative economic assessment will be presented in
this paper to discuss the benefits of regulating the power capacity
of the tidal turbines.

The department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy

Table 5
Comparison of the loss/gain of different power regulation scenarios.

Strategy Vr Pr Generation CF

m/s kW Loss Gain

Scenario (1): 60% output 2.0 42 19% 36%
Scenario (2): 67% output 2.1 47 14% 29%
Scenario (3): 74% output 2.2 52 10% 21%

Where Vr is the rated velocity and Pr is the rated power of each turbine.

Fig. 21. Comparison of the power output of the regulated and unregulated farm at Hoy
Sound.

Table 6
Performance assessment of the regulated and unregulated SIT250 at Hoy Sounda.

Technology Pr Pop Pop/Pr Cp(a) CF

Unregulated SIT250 70 22.7 32.4% 33% 27%
Regulated SIT250 47 19.5 41.5% 32% 35%

a Refer to Table 1 for the explanation of the table variables.

Table 7
Performance assessment of the regulated/unregulated tidal farm at Hoy Sound.

Case Pr Pmax Power output CF

(MW) (MW) (MWh/m)

Unregulated farm 2.8 2.20 414 20.5%
Regulated farm 1.88 1.62 396 29.3%

Where Pr is the farm rated power and Pmax is the farm maximum power output at
the selected site.

Table 8
Comparison of the loss/gain between a single turbine and an array.

Case Limiting Generation CF

Factor Loss Gain

Regulated turbine 33% 14% 29%
Regulated farm 26.5% 4.29% 42.5%
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(BEIS) published estimates of electricity generation costs for
various generation technologies, including tidal stream energy [69].
The cost estimate was quoted per the development capacity (kWor
MW) and was based on 18 MW reference tidal farm operating at
31% capacity factor and to be commissioned in 2025. Assuming
similar conditions applies on Hoy Sound tidal development, a very
rough cost estimate can be produced for both the unregulated and
regulated farms. Table 9 presents the reference cost estimates
(which are published in BEIS report) and the predicted cost saving

as a result of limiting the capacity of the turbines. Since most of the
items in this estimate are quoted per kW capacity of the develop-
ment, it is reasonable to assume that limiting the turbines’ capacity
by 33% will result in approximately 33% reduction in the capital
expenditures (CAPEX) and part of the operating and maintenance
expenditures (OPEX), while the items that are quoted per the
amount of generated energy (MWh/y) will result in a cost reduction
equal to the loss of generation percentage (i.e. 4.29%). Overall, this
analysis indicates that the cost saving as a result of regulating the
power output of the tidal devices will offset the loss in revenue due
to the reduction in the annual energy generation, and it will result
in a lower levelised cost of tidal energy (LCOE).

On the other hand, the tidal energy cost estimates produced by
BEIS oversimplifies the components of the tidal stream develop-
ment as it assumes all costs are measured either per capacity unit
(kW) or energy generation unit (MWh). This might be acceptable
for estimating a major portion of the OPEX, but it would fail to
produce credible estimate of the capital costs, which are more

Fig. 22. Comparison of the power output for each row of the regulated and unregulated farm.

Fig. 23. Regulated power output from the tidal farm at Hoy Sound.

Table 9
Indicative cost assessment of the power regulation strategy for Hoy Sound
development.

Item Unit Reference cost Saving(þ)/Loss(�)

Annual Energy MWh �4.29%
Pre-deployment £/kW 130 þ33%
Construction £/kW 4200 þ33%
Infrastructure £ 7,400,000 Unknown
Fixed O&M £/MW/y 91,400 þ33%
Variable O&M £/MWh 7 þ4.29%
Insurance £/MWh/y 2500 þ4.29%
Connection charges £/MW/y 60,400 þ33%
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sensitive to site-specific characteristics such as location, water
depth, weather conditions and so on. Since CAPEX form more than
70% of the total development cost [70], ignoring the technology-
specific and the site-specific characteristics and relying only on a
single measuring unit to estimate the capital costs of tidal stream
energy developments will result in unrealistic and unreliable esti-
mate of the total development cost. For example, the installation
cost will depend on various factors including the distance to the
nearest harbour, the required vessel size, the foundation type, the
weather window. Estimating the installation cost per kW will not
capture the impact of those elements on the cost, and hence, it will
produce an inaccurate estimate of the installation cost.

In order to produce acceptable cost estimates of tidal stream
energy developments, the development cost needs to be broken
down to sub-costs relative to the project components [71]. Each
sub-cost will be measured in a cost unit relevant to the nature of
the activity. For instance, the capital cost of tidal stream develop-
ment can be divided into the following categories: device costs
(including rotor, PTO, auxiliary systems, supporting structure),
foundation costs, costs of cables (including subsea cables and
export cables), installation costs and grid connection costs [70], as
shown it Table 10, which presents the CAPEX breakdown and the
appropriate cost unit that can be used to estimate the sub-cost of
each component/activity.

Assigning realistic costs to individual elements that are listed in
Table 10 is not possible without having at least a preliminary design
of the individual component of the farm. Nevertheless, as discussed
in section 3.3, limiting the capacity of the turbine will lead to a
reduction in the weight of the turbine's components. Thus, based
on the cost units in Table 10, the former assumption that the cost
saving due to regulating the power output will offset the loss
caused by generation reduction is still valid.

5. Conclusion

Small islands communities rely heavily on imported fossil fuel
sources to meet their local energy needs, including electricity. This
slows down and sometimes limits the growth of those commu-
nities. Hence, achieving prosperity for islands communities re-
quires some degree of energy independence and a proper energy
management to minimise the cost of energy. On the other hand,
most of those islands are floating on an ocean of energy (i.e. tide,
wave and wind), but islands’ energy systems are generally inca-
pable of coping with the variability and intermittency of those
renewable energy resources. Integrating renewable energy gener-
ation into these energy systems without an appropriate strategy
has the potential to put an enormous strain on the local network,
resulting in expensive and inefficient energy generation.

In this paper, a new approach for integrating tidal stream energy
into islands energy systems is proposed and implemented in a case
study. Tidal energy was chosen because, unlike other renewable

energy sources, it is predictable with a reasonably consistent cycle,
and a very minimal variation over the 18.61 years lunar nodal cycle
and the 8.85 years cycle of lunar perigee. Therefore, with an
appropriate energy extraction and management strategy, tidal
stream energy can provide an alternative energy option to the
islands communities. The suggested approach proposes a three-
steps strategy to lower the energy cost and maximise the effi-
ciency of tidal energy generation. The analysis shows that the site
characteristics can have a considerable influence on the perfor-
mance of different turbines. Therefore, the first step of the pro-
posed strategy is the selection of a technology appropriate to a
specific site. The second step focuses on designing an efficient tidal
array layout. The position of the individual turbine within the array
has a direct impact on the overall performance of the array. It has
been found that reducing the cross-stream spacing between the
turbines (i.e. increasing the local blockage) can substantially in-
crease the power extraction performance. In order to achieve the
highest energy extraction efficiency, the array layout needs to be
designed and configured to suit the site's specific characteristics.
Based on a previous work, the staggered sub-array layout has been
applied to achieve the best energy yield in the Hoy Sound case
study. The final step of the proposed approach comprises two
stages; (i) regulating the power output, and (ii) regulating the en-
ergy released into the grid. This step will smooth the power output,
andwith some adjustments, it can produce some sort of firm power
generated from tidal stream. The power output from the tidal de-
vices are regulated by limiting the rated capacity. Capping the
maximum power output of the device will reduce the fluctuation in
energy generation by smoothing the power peaks and creating a
constant generation cycle throughout the spring-neap tides period.
This process will improve the overall efficiency of the system by
increasing the capacity factor and reducing the capital costs.
Obviously, limiting the device capacity will cause a loss in the total
energy generation. Nevertheless, the anticipated loss in revenue
will be offset by the predicted reduction in the capital costs.
Moreover, careful array layout can enhance the benefits of regu-
lating the power output of the individual turbines, and reduce the
loss in the annual power generation through improving the energy
extraction efficiency. Again this will result in a lower cost of energy.
Regulating the power output on its own produces neither a con-
stant base-load nor achieve an optimum use of the local network.
This can be addressed by the second stage of the integration step. In
this sub-step, the energy generation will be coupled with a storage
system to regulate and control the power release into the grid. This
will help to eliminate, or reduce, the power supply variation over
the flood-ebb cycle.

Implementing this three-steps approach to integrate energy
generation from a Hoy Sound tidal farm into Orkney's energy sys-
tem will result in a system efficiency improvement of 42.5%, and
expected capital costs saving of approximately 33%. The accuracy of
the cost assessment results is limited to the reliability of the pub-
licly available cost estimates.

In conclusion, a cost-efficient energy extraction strategy can be
reached by selecting a capacity limiting factor that achieves a
reasonable balance between the loss in the energy output and the
saving in the cost of the development. Further analysis is required
to assess the full implication of different array configurations on the
power regulation strategy. Also a detailed economic evaluation
based on site-specific and device-specific cost data is recom-
mended to confirm the economic viability of the proposed regu-
lation and integration strategy.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

This research has investigated the most cost-effective methods to integrate tidal stream

energy generation into an island energy system. An efficient tidal stream array has been

designed for a prospective tidal development in Hoy Sound in the Orkney Islands using

a validated 3D coastal model. A three-step strategy has been developed to integrate the

generated energy from the Hoy Sound farm into Orkney’s energy system. The proposed

method comprises the following steps: (i) choosing the right device for the development

site; (ii) selecting an efficient array configuration; and (iii) adopting an appropriate energy

management strategy. Implementing those steps can improve the economic viability and

commercial competitiveness of tidal energy.

In this final chapter, the main findings of the discussions carried out throughout this

research have been summarised in four parts, to reach a final conclusion that answers the

stated aim and objectives of the research. The chapter concludes with suggestions for

future work.

5.1 Modelling energy extraction in coastal models

Regional tidal models are very useful to understand the flow regime in a particular

area, which forms a key parameter to inform tidal energy developments’ decisions. Po-

tential energy yield can be calculated based on the available tidal resource in a specific

site. This could be, to some extent, a straight forward exercise when planning to deploy

an individual turbine. However, it becomes more complicated for an array of multiple

devices. Applying the same concept to estimate the energy output of the array will result

in a substantial error. Therefore, including energy extraction in those models becomes a

necessity to produce more reliable predictions, which helps in advancing the tidal energy

industry.

Chapter 2 has demonstrated the possibility to represent the influence of the TECs

on the simulated tidal flow in TELEMAC-3D models. Although this method may not

be fully appropriate for detailed design decisions, compared to other methods such as
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CFDs, it can still provide valuable insight into the likely interaction between the indi-

vidual turbines within an array of multiple devices. This aspect is critical to understand

how turbines interaction may affect the potential energy yield of the tidal array. It can

also provide a useful tool to conduct comparative analysis of alternative options. For

such studies, the representation of tidal turbines as an added friction in coastal models is

more effective in enabling treatment of larger spatial and temporal scales than detailed

simulations of the full elements of the turbine. Although this method oversimplifies tur-

bine behaviour, some confidence in its accuracy is gained from validating the predictions

against in-situ measurements of a full-scale turbine. In fact, to the best of my knowledge,

this work is the first one to validate the output of an energy extraction model against

measurements downstream a full-scale turbine.

In summary, modelling tidal turbines with this approach is able to produce valid far-

wake predictions downstream the turbines, which is good enough for planning tidal array

layouts. Obtaining accurate predictions in the vicinity of the turbine would require mod-

elling in detail each component of the TEC, which can be both computationally very

expensive and superfluous for such type of studies.

The modelling approach presented in Chapter 2 is implemented in Chapters 3 & 4 to

design an efficient tidal array layout for Hoy Sound tidal farm. It has been utilised also

to investigate the best strategy to integrate the generated energy from the proposed array

into Orkney’s energy system, without exerting additional strain on the island’s electrical

network.

5.2 Configuring tidal array layouts

Various factors may affect the efficiency of a tidal stream array in extracting the en-

ergy from the tidal flow. In this research, two factors have been investigated: the interac-

tion of the turbine wakes and the blockage effect.

The developed wake behind the tidal turbine causes an immediate reduction in the

flow velocity downstream the turbine. Therefore, it is important to design the array layout

to minimise the wake effect on the individual turbines. The wake shape, width and length

are influenced by a number of factors; including thrust coefficient, Tip Speed Ratio, and

ambient turbulence intensity. The wake recovery rate tends to be higher in more energetic

and lower turbulence intensity flows, as has been reported in Chapter 2. It is reasonable

to expect a recovery rate of 80% - 90% for the mean axial current velocity at 10D -
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20D downstream the tidal turbine. Therefore, a stream-wise spacing of 10D between the

turbines would minimise the energy loss due to the interaction with the turbines wake.

Similarly, a lateral spacing more than 2D between turbines would have minimal impact

on the velocity in between the turbines.

The blockage factor has an opposite effect to the wake interactions. Whilst tidal array

layouts are configured to minimise the interference of the wakes with the turbines, they

are optimised to enhance the blockage effects. The blockage constricts the bypass flow,

which increases the flow acceleration around the tidal turbine, and results in a higher

energy yield. The numerical experiments in Chapter 3 have demonstrated a more signif-

icant influence of the local blockage on improving the power extraction efficiency than

the global blockage. Therefore, the efficiency of arrays can be improved by tuning the

lateral spacing between the turbines rather than just filling the width of the channel with

tidal turbines. On the other hand, there will be an optimal lateral spacing at which the

performance of the turbine will be maximum, and any further decrease in the spacing

will block the flow through the array, which will reduce the extraction efficiency dramat-

ically. Chapter 3 has proposed clustering the turbines in multiple sub-groups (or multiple

rotor devices) and arrange those sub-groups in a staggered layout creating Staggered Sub-

Array (SSA) configuration. In this SSA layout, the gaps between the turbines in each sub-

group can be reduced to enhance the local blockage effects, whereas the gaps between the

sub-groups can be widened enough to prevent the flow from escaping to somewhere else.

Those wide gaps between the sub-arrays funnel the flow towards the devices in the subse-

quent rows, as well as allowing navigable passages, which can be beneficial for effective

marine spatial planning. This configuration combines the maximum benefits of the tidal

fence and the staggered grid, and achieves the highest energy capture efficiency. Some

existing submerged or floating tidal stream technologies, e.g. Orbital Marine Power O2,

SME PLAT-I, “group” turbines and can be readily applied to the SSA layout.

5.3 Selecting the right turbine

An efficient tidal array is not achieved only by optimising the positions of the turbines

within the array. Choosing the right device for a particular site is an important factor that

affects the energy extraction efficiency. Although this topic is not thoroughly covered

in this research, Chapter 3 & 4 have briefly discussed the strong influence of the site

characteristics on the device efficiency.
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Deploying a turbine that has been designed for specific site conditions in a different

environment would significantly affect the efficiency of the turbine. For example, we

consider two turbines designed for two different site conditions; turbine X designed for a

high blockage condition, and turbine Y designed for a low blockage ratio. Chapter 3 has

discussed four deployment scenarios as displayed in Table 5.1. Ideally, case (1) will yield

the highest performance. Changing the deployment conditions for turbine X, i.e. case (3),

will affect its performance negatively. Whereas, such a change for the other turbine will

result in an improved performance for turbine Y. Interestingly, the turbine with the better

intrinsic efficiency performs far more poorly than the other one when both are deployed in

the low blockage site conditions; case (2) & (3). These results demonstrate the significant

influence of the site conditions on the turbine performance.

Table 5.1: Deployment Scenarios

Scenario Turbine Site condition

Case (1) TEC X High blockage

Case (2) TEC Y Low blockage

Case (3) TEC X Low blockage

Case (4) TEC Y High blockage

In another experiment, which has been conducted numerically and presented in Chap-

ter 4, the performance of five tidal stream technologies have been assessed for two differ-

ent site conditions. The results of the analysis reveal a change in the performance of each

of those five devices between the two sites. Moreover, the turbine that has achieved the

highest performance in one site is not the best choice for the second site. The outcome

of this experiment provides strong evidence of the link between the device performance

and the site characteristics. Therefore, to achieve the highest energy extraction efficiency,

tidal devices should be designed and tuned for specific site conditions and even for a

specific array layout configuration.

5.4 Integrating tidal energy into islands energy systems

Islands energy systems are normally simple, but yet, they can become fairly complex

when adding substantial supplies from renewable sources into the island’s energy mix.

Typically, an island’s local electricity network is not adequately equipped to handle the
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variability and intermittency of the renewable energy generation, especially sources like

wind and wave. Therefore, integrating such energy sources into the island’s grid, without

a proper energy management strategy, may put a tremendous strain on its energy system,

resulting in expensive and inefficient energy generation. The predictability of tidal energy

can play an important role in balancing the island’s local grid. Nevertheless, the nature of

the tides implies a set of periodic fluctuations in the generated energy from tidal stream.

Thus, integrating tidal energy into the island’s grid will still require a good mechanism to

manage the energy flow and minimise the risk of straining the electricity network.

Controlling the power output can provide an effective method to manage the energy

flow into the island’s local grid, and helps to overcome the intermittency of the renewable

energy sources. Chapter 4 has investigated the effectiveness of this approach to inte-

grate tidal energy generation into Orkney’s energy system. Orkney provides an ideal case

study for integrating tidal stream energy into a complex energy market with significant

constraint issues. The proposed strategy comprises two stages; (i) regulating the power

output, and (ii) regulating the energy released into the grid. Regulating the power output

of the tidal turbine has succeeded in minimising the generation variation and smooth-

ing the power peaks, which has produced a consistent cyclical generation throughout the

spring-neap tides period. Shifting the rated power to a lower flow speed can result in a

considerable reduction in the AEP of the tidal farm. However, this revenue loss can be

offset by the reduction in the size and the cost of the required infrastructure due to low-

ering the maximum energy flow. Moreover, taking in consideration the power regulation

scenario while designing the array layout can enhance the power extraction efficiency and

amplify the benefits of regulating the power output. The analysis results in Chapter 4 sug-

gest that implementing this strategy to integrate the energy generation from Hoy Sound

tidal farm into Orkney’s energy system will result in a system efficiency improvement

of 42.5%, and an AEP loss of 4.29% which is offset by expected capital costs saving of

approximately 33%.

The second stage of the proposed energy management strategy aims to produce a type

of firm energy supply and achieves an optimum use of the existing network. Regulating

the energy release into the grid is achieved by coupling the tidal energy generation with an

appropriate storage system. The proposed approach provides means to control the supply

in a way that is released when there is a demand, which prevents exerting additional strain

on the electrical network, and eliminates the need for any additional grid reinforcement
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cost.

In conclusion, with an appropriate energy extraction and management strategy, tidal

stream energy can provide an alternative energy option to the islands communities. Low-

ering the cost of renewable energy (such as tidal energy) does not help islands commu-

nities alone, experiences gathered on islands can be used everywhere. Renewable energy

islands can serve as demonstration projects for mainland communities, which will help

to achieve 100% energy access globally as well as slowing down the rapid increase in

global warming.

5.5 Further work

A number of opportunities for further work have been identified throughout this work.

They are summarised as follows.

5.5.1 Coupling BEMT and 3D coastal models

Modelling tidal turbines in 3D coastal models provides a useful technique that allows

to draw a better understanding of the turbines behaviour and their interaction within the

array. The simplified method to model the turbine, as an added friction applied over

the mesh nodes within the turbine’s 3D envelope, will not be able to produce the same

phenomenon as the real turbine. Although this is still a valuable solution, obtaining more

realistic results requires modelling in detail each component of the turbine. Coupling

BEMT and 3D coastal models, such as TELEMAC-3D, could provide a good alternative.

However, the computational cost for a such model could become prohibitive. Therefore,

further work is suggested to optimise the coupling method, in a way that improves the

model’s efficiency without having a significant increase in the computational cost.

5.5.2 Optimising tidal array layouts

There are many variables that can affect the array layout design, as discussed in Chap-

ter 3. Therefore, achieving the optimum layout analytically does not seem like an efficient

option. Instead, it can be solved numerically as an optimisation problem. There are sev-

eral attempts to solve the array optimisation problem analytically and numerically using

gradient-free and gradient-based algorithms, such as the Genetic Algorithm GA, the Par-

ticle Swarm Optimisation PSO, the Adjoint approach, and many others. However, to
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the best of my knowledge, all those methods deal with the problem in two-dimensional

space, which does not reflect all the aspects of the problem. Realistic results require to

consider all design aspects in the three-dimensional space.

5.5.3 Selecting the right device

The analysis results presented in Chapter 4 imply that the efficiency of any tidal tur-

bine will vary between different sites. They also indicate that for each site there will

be a specific device that will have the best performance. Moreover, if a device is de-

signed for specific conditions, deploying it in a different environment may significantly

affect its performance. Therefore, further investigation is recommended to identify how

tidal devices can be optimised for a specific deployment site and for a particular array

configuration.

5.5.4 Optimising tidal energy generation

Implementing the three-steps approach, as suggested in Chapter 4, to integrate tidal

energy generation into islands energy systems has improved the overall energy efficiency.

However, this study did not consider how different array configurations would affect

the power regulation results. Hence, to maximise the benefits of this approach, further

analysis is suggested to select the optimal power limiting factor in consideration of the

various factors, including but not limited to the site characteristics and the array layout.

Besides optimising the limiting factor, a detailed economic evaluation based on site-

specific and device-specific cost data is recommended to confirm the economic viability

of the proposed regulation and integration strategy.

Finally, this work did not investigate the mechanism required to perform the power

regulation. Experience gathered from the wind energy industry suggests that feathering

the turbine blades may provide an efficient solution. Nevertheless, it will be useful to

investigate the other possible options to achieve the most effective outcome.
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1   MODULE TEC_PARAM
2   !----------------------------------------------------------
3   !     DATA FILE STRUCTURE
4   !      N (number of turbines) L1 (bottom layer) L2 (top layer)
5   !      X  Z  Y  L  W  Theta(Deg)  R  DD  Cd  Cp  Vcut-in  Vcut-out  Vr
6   !     PARAMETERS READ IN THE FORMATTED DATA FILE
7   INTEGER:: NTEC
8   INTEGER:: L1TEC
9   INTEGER:: L2TEC

10   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: XTEC
11   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: YTEC
12   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: ZTEC
13   
14   !     PARAMETERS DEFINNING THE TEC
15   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: THETA
16   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: HDL
17   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: HDW
18   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: RTEC
19   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: DD
20   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: CDTEC
21   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: CPTEC
22   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: VCUTIN
23   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: VCUTOUT
24   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: VRT
25   !     
26   !     PARAMETERS USED TO DEFINE THE NODES WITHIN EACH TEC
27   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: AREA
28   INTEGER,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: NNODES
29   INTEGER,DIMENSION(:,:),ALLOCATABLE:: INODES
30   !     ELEMENT AND PROCESSOR OF TEC CENTRE
31   INTEGER,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: TECELEM
32   INTEGER,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: TECPID
33   !     PARAMETERS USED TO FIND THE FAR VELOCITY
34   INTEGER,DIMENSION(:,:),ALLOCATABLE:: DDELEM
35   INTEGER,DIMENSION(:,:),ALLOCATABLE:: DDPID
36   !     EXTRACTED POWER
37   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: PTEC
38   DOUBLE PRECISION,DIMENSION(:),ALLOCATABLE:: CTTEC
39   END MODULE
40   !----------------------------------------------------------
41   
42   !                    *****************
43   SUBROUTINE USER_SOURCE
44   !                    *****************
45   & (S0U,S0V,S0W,S1U,S1V,S1W,
46   & UN3,VN3,WSN3,WN3,
47   & VOLU,VOLUN,T3,NPOIN3,NTRAC,LT,AT,DT,PRIVE,NONHYD,
48   & NPOIN2,NSCE,ISCE,KSCE,QSCE,USCE,VSCE,MAXSCE)
49   !
50   !
51   !***********************************************************************
52   ! TELEMAC3D   V8P1                                11/12/2019
53   !***********************************************************************
54   !
55   !history  J-M HERVOUET (LNHE)
56   !+        29/08/2008
57   !+        V5P6
58   !+
59   !
60   !history  N.DURAND (HRW), S.E.BOURBAN (HRW)
61   !+        13/07/2010
62   !+        V6P0
63   !+   Translation of French comments within the FORTRAN sources into
64   !+   English comments
65   !
66   !history  N.DURAND (HRW), S.E.BOURBAN (HRW)
67   !+        21/08/2010
68   !+        V6P0
69   !+   Creation of DOXYGEN tags for automated documentation and
70   !+   cross-referencing of the FORTRAN sources
71   !----------------------------------------------------------------
72   !history M.ANDREEWSKY (LNHE)
73   !+       24/10/2012



74   !+       Adding drag force to simulate tidal turbines.
75   !----------------------------------------------------------------
76   !history J.COUSINEAU (NRC)
77   !+       13/02/2016
78   !+       V7P0
79   !+       Modify drag force to simulate tidal turbines.
80   !----------------------------------------------------------------
81   !history  M.ALMOGHAYER (HWU)
82   !+        10/08/2018
83   !+        V7P3r1
84   !+   CREATING CODE FOR DRAG FORCE ON VERTICAL STRUCTURES IN 3D
85   !+   USER CAN SPECIFY IN WHICH LAYERS THE TEC IS LOCATED, ALSO
86   !+   THE Z LOCATION OF THE TEC.                     
87   !
88   !----------------------------------------------------------------
89   !history  M.ALMOGHAYER (HWU)
90   !+        04/03/2019
91   !+        V8P0
92   !+   ADDING VCUT-OUT & V RATED                     
93   !
94   !----------------------------------------------------------------
95   !history  M.ALMOGHAYER (HWU)
96   !+        15/01/2020
97   !+        V8P1r0
98   !+   MAKING SOME CORRECTIONS + ADDING CD EQUATION  
99   !----------------------------------------------------------------

100   !history  M.ALMOGHAYER (HWU)
101   !+        20/04/2021
102   !+        V8P1r0
103   !+   MAKING SOME CORRECTIONS + ADDING A, CP, CT EQUATIONS  
104   !----------------------------------------------------------------
105   !| AT             |-->| TIME
106   !| DT             |-->| TIME STEP
107   !| ISCE           |-->| NODE ADRESSES IN 2D MESH FOR SOURCES
108   !| KSCE           |<->| NUMBER OF PLANE FOR SOURCES
109   !| LT             |-->| ITERATION NUMBER
110   !| MAXSCE         |-->| MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SOURCES
111   !| NONHYD         |-->| LOGICAL FOR NON-HYDROSTATIC OPTION
112   !| NPOIN2         |-->| NUMBER OF POINTS IN 2D
113   !| NPOIN3         |-->| NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE MESH
114   !| NSCE           |-->| NUMBER OF GIVEN POINTS FOR SOURCES
115   !| NTRAC          |-->| NUMBER OF TRACERS
116   !| PRIVE          |-->| BLOCK OF ARRAYS FOR USER
117   !| QSCE           |-->| WATER DISCHARGE OF SOURCES
118   !| S0U            |<->| EXPLICIT SOURCE TERMS ON VELOCITIES U
119   !| S0V            |<->| EXPLICIT SOURCE TERMS ON VELOCITIES V
120   !| S0W            |<->| EXPLICIT SOURCE TERMS ON VELOCITIES W
121   !| S1U            |<->| IMPLICIT SOURCE TERMS ON VELOCITIES U
122   !| S1V            |<->| IMPLICIT SOURCE TERMS ON VELOCITIES V
123   !| S1W            |<->| IMPLICIT SOURCE TERMS ON VELOCITIES W
124   !| T3             |<->| WORK ARRAY: NOT USED
125   !| UN3            |-->| COMPONENTS OF VELOCITY AT PREVIOUS TIME STEP
126   !| USCE           |-->| VELOCITY FOR SOURCE
127   !| VN3            |-->| COMPONENTS OF VELOCITY AT PREVIOUS TIME STEP
128   !| VOLU           |-->| VOLUME AROUND POINTS AT TIME N+1
129   !| VOLUN          |-->| VOLUME AROUND POINTS AT TIME N
130   !| VSCE           |-->| VELOCITY FOR SOURCE
131   !| WN3            |-->| COMPONENTS OF VELOCITY AT PREVIOUS TIME STEP
132   !| WSN3           |-->| SIGMA-TRANSFORMED VERTICAL VELOCITY COMPONENT
133   !----------------------------------------------------------------
134   !-------------------- IMPORTANT ---------------------------------
135   ! PLANES HAVE TO BE FIXED AT LEAST UNTIL THE TOP OF THE TURBINES.
136   ! AFTER THE TOP, PLANES CAN BE MOVED WITHIN THE TIDE.
137   !----------------------------------------------------------------
138   !----------------------------------------------------------------
139   USE BIEF
140   
141   USE DECLARATIONS_TELEMAC3D, ONLY : UNSV3D,MESH3D,MESH2D,T3_01,
142   & UN,VN,WN,SVIDE,LISPRD,IKLE2,
143   & T3D_FILES,T3DRFO,ZPLANE,HN,
144   & NELEM2,NPLAN,T3DFO1,T3DFO2,
145   & X,Y,RHO0, GRAPRD
146   



147   USE TEC_PARAM
148   
149   USE DECLARATIONS_SPECIAL
150   IMPLICIT NONE
151   !
152   !----------------------------------------------------------------
153   !
154   INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: NPOIN3, NTRAC, LT, MAXSCE
155   !
156   TYPE(BIEF_OBJ), INTENT(IN) :: UN3, VN3, WSN3, WN3
157   TYPE(BIEF_OBJ), INTENT(INOUT) :: S0U, S0V, S1U, S1V, S0W, S1W
158   TYPE(BIEF_OBJ), INTENT(INOUT) :: T3
159   TYPE(BIEF_OBJ), INTENT(IN) :: VOLU, VOLUN,PRIVE
160   !
161   DOUBLE PRECISION, INTENT(IN) :: AT,DT
162   LOGICAL, INTENT(IN) :: NONHYD
163   !
164   INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: NPOIN2
165   INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: NSCE
166   INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: ISCE(NSCE)
167   INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: KSCE(NSCE)
168   DOUBLE PRECISION, INTENT(IN) :: QSCE(NSCE)
169   DOUBLE PRECISION, INTENT(IN) :: USCE(NSCE)
170   DOUBLE PRECISION, INTENT(IN) :: VSCE(NSCE)
171   !
172   !
173   INTEGER I, J
174   !
175   !+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
176   !
177   INTEGER IELEM,NSOM,DISCLIN
178   DOUBLE PRECISION SOM,XSOM(4),YSOM(4)
179   !
180   DOUBLE PRECISION P_DSUM
181   EXTERNAL P_DSUM
182   !
183   !----------------------------------------------------------
184   ! ALLOCATE THE EXTRA VARIABLES FOR TEC
185   !----------------------------------------------------------
186   DOUBLE PRECISION PI, DTR, RTD, TWOPI
187   DOUBLE PRECISION HDLCOSTHETA, HDLSINTHETA
188   DOUBLE PRECISION HDWCOSTHETA, HDWSINTHETA
189   INTEGER IPOIN,IANGLE,INODE, IPOIN2D
190   DOUBLE PRECISION ALPHA1,XDD,YDD
191   DOUBLE PRECISION UTECX,UTECY,UREFX,UREFY,UR
192   INTEGER N1,N2,N3
193   DOUBLE PRECISION DET1,DET2,DET3,SURDET
194   DOUBLE PRECISION HALFCDSCOSTHETA,HALFCDSSINTHETA
195   DOUBLE PRECISION HI,UI,VI
196   DOUBLE PRECISION A
197   DOUBLE PRECISION ZMIN,ZMAX
198   
199   INTEGER :: NNODESCOUNT
200   !----------------------------------------------------------
201   ! ALLOCATE THE EXTRA VARIABLES TO WRITE THE POWER EXTRACTED
202   !----------------------------------------------------------
203   INTEGER POWRES
204   !
205   INTEGER P_IMAX
206   EXTERNAL P_IMAX
207   !
208   !----------------------------------------------------------
209   ! DEFINE THE CONSTANTS USED TO CALCULATE ANGLES OF TEC
210   !----------------------------------------------------------
211   PI = 4.D0*ATAN(1.D0)
212   DTR = PI/180.D0
213   RTD = 180.D0/PI
214   !----------------------------------------------------------
215   
216   !-----------------------------------------------------------------------
217   !
218   !     BEWARE : BE SURE TO DO S0U = S0U + YOUR SOURCE TERMS
219   !              BECAUSE S0U HAS ALREADY BEEN INITIALISED IN TRISOU 



220   !
221   !-----------------------------------------------------------------------
222   !     LOCAL CONSTANTS
223   !-----------------------------------------------------------------------    
224   TWOPI = 2.D0*PI
225   !        
226   !-----------------------------------------------------------------------   
227   !     COMPUTES THE MASSE INTEGRALS
228   !-----------------------------------------------------------------------
229   CALL VECTOR (T3_01,'=','MASBAS          ',11,1.D0,SVIDE,
230   & SVIDE,SVIDE,SVIDE,SVIDE,SVIDE,MESH2D,.FALSE.,SVIDE)
231   
232   IF (S0U%TYPR.EQ.'0') THEN
233   CALL OS( 'X=0     ' , X=S0U )
234   CALL OS( 'X=0     ' , X=S0V )
235   S0U%TYPR='Q'
236   S0V%TYPR='Q'
237   ENDIF
238   !----------------------------------------------------------
239   ! ON THE FIRST TIME STEP STORE ALL THE TEC PARAMETERS IN
240   ! THE MODULE
241   !----------------------------------------------------------
242   ! FILE T2D_FILES(T2DFO2)%LU IS DEFINED IN THE STEERING FILE OF TELEMAC-2D
243   ! WITH THE KEYWORD:
244   ! FORMATTED DATA FILE 2
245   !     LT = NINT(AT/DT)
246   NPLAN = NPOIN3/NPOIN2
247   IF(LT.EQ.1) THEN ! BE CAREFUL WHEN RESTARTING CALCULATION LT CANNOT BE 1
248   !       READ THE NUMBER OF TEC
249   READ(T3D_FILES(T3DFO2)%LU,*) NTEC,L1TEC,L2TEC
250   WRITE(LU,*) '=========================='
251   WRITE(LU,*) 'NTEC=',NTEC
252   !       ALLOCATING THE TEC PARAMETERS
253   WRITE(LU,*) 'ALLOCATING TEC PARAMETERS'
254   !
255   ALLOCATE(XTEC(NTEC))
256   ALLOCATE(YTEC(NTEC))
257   !
258   ALLOCATE(ZTEC(NTEC))
259   !
260   ALLOCATE(THETA(NTEC))
261   ALLOCATE(HDL(NTEC))
262   ALLOCATE(HDW(NTEC))
263   ALLOCATE(RTEC(NTEC))
264   ALLOCATE(DD(NTEC))
265   ALLOCATE(CDTEC(NTEC))
266   ALLOCATE(CPTEC(NTEC))
267   ALLOCATE(VCUTIN(NTEC))
268   ALLOCATE(VCUTOUT(NTEC))
269   ALLOCATE(VRT(NTEC))
270   !        
271   ALLOCATE(AREA(NTEC))
272   ALLOCATE(NNODES(NTEC))
273   ALLOCATE(INODES(NTEC,1000))
274   !
275   ALLOCATE(TECELEM(NTEC))
276   ALLOCATE(TECPID(NTEC))
277   !
278   ALLOCATE(DDELEM(NTEC,-180:180))
279   ALLOCATE(DDPID(NTEC,-180:180))
280   !
281   ALLOCATE(PTEC(NTEC))
282   ALLOCATE(CTTEC(NTEC))
283   !       SET THE VALUES OF THE TEC PARAMETERS
284   WRITE(LU,*) '=========================='
285   WRITE(LU,*) 'TEC PARAMETERS DEFINED IN FORTRAN FILE'
286   DO I = 1,NTEC
287   !         READING COORDINATES OF THE TURBINES CENTRES
288   READ(T3D_FILES(T3DFO2)%LU,*) XTEC(I),YTEC(I),
289   & ZTEC(I),HDL(I),HDW(I),
290   & THETA(I),RTEC(I),DD(I),
291   & CDTEC(I),CPTEC(I),VCUTIN(I),VCUTOUT(I),VRT(I)
292   WRITE(LU,*) ' '



293   WRITE(LU,*) 'Turbine index : ',I
294   WRITE(LU,*) 'Position x,y of the turbine : ',
295   & XTEC(I),YTEC(I)
296   WRITE(LU,*) ' '
297   !
298   THETA(I) = THETA(I)*PI/180.D0
299   HDL(I) = HDL(I)/2.D0+0.05D0
300   HDW(I) = HDW(I)/2.D0+0.05D0
301   !
302   END DO
303   WRITE(LU,*) '=========================='
304   
305   !----------------------------------------------------------------
306   !       STORING THE AREA OF THE TEC
307   !----------------------------------------------------------------    
308   DO I=1,NTEC
309   !          
310   !         WIDTH AND LENGTH ALONG X AND Y COORDINATES
311   HDLCOSTHETA = HDL(I)*COS(-THETA(I))
312   HDLSINTHETA = HDL(I)*SIN(-THETA(I))
313   HDWCOSTHETA = HDW(I)*COS(-THETA(I))
314   HDWSINTHETA = HDW(I)*SIN(-THETA(I))
315   !
316   NSOM=4
317   XSOM(1) = XTEC(I) + HDWCOSTHETA + HDLSINTHETA
318   YSOM(1) = YTEC(I) + HDWSINTHETA - HDLCOSTHETA
319   XSOM(2) = XTEC(I) + HDWCOSTHETA - HDLSINTHETA
320   YSOM(2) = YTEC(I) + HDWSINTHETA + HDLCOSTHETA
321   XSOM(3) = XTEC(I) - HDWCOSTHETA - HDLSINTHETA
322   YSOM(3) = YTEC(I) - HDWSINTHETA + HDLCOSTHETA
323   XSOM(4) = XTEC(I) - HDWCOSTHETA + HDLSINTHETA
324   YSOM(4) = YTEC(I) - HDWSINTHETA - HDLCOSTHETA
325   !
326   AREA(I)=0.D0
327   NNODES(I)=0
328   !
329   !         NUMBER OF NODES IN TEC ON PLANE
330   DO IPOIN=1,NPOIN2
331   IF(INPOLY(X(IPOIN),Y(IPOIN),
332   & XSOM,YSOM,NSOM))THEN
333   AREA(I) = AREA(I) + T3_01%R(IPOIN)
334   NNODES(I) = NNODES(I) + 1
335   IF(NNODES(I).GT.1000)THEN
336   WRITE(LU,*)'DRAGFO: TOO MANY NODES IN TEC'
337   WRITE(LU,*)' MODIFY ALLOC OF INODES'
338   CALL PLANTE(1)
339   STOP
340   ENDIF
341   INODES(I,NNODES(I)) = IPOIN
342   ENDIF
343   ENDDO
344   !         IN PARALLEL THE AREA MAY BE SPLIT
345   !         INTO SEVERAL SUB-DOMAINS
346   IF(NCSIZE.GT.0) AREA(I)=P_DSUM(AREA(I))
347   !
348   !         LOOK FOR THE ELEM NUM FOR ALL ANGLES OF ALPHA
349   DO IANGLE=-180,180
350   XDD = XTEC(I) - DD(I)*COS(DBLE(IANGLE)*DTR)
351   YDD = YTEC(I) + DD(I)*SIN(DBLE(IANGLE)*DTR)
352   !           LOOK IN LOCAL MESH IF ELEMENT IS IN MESH
353   TECELEM(I)=0
354   TECPID(I)=0
355   DDELEM(I,IANGLE)=0
356   DDPID(I,IANGLE)=0
357   DO IELEM=1,NELEM2
358   !             GET THE VERTICES
359   N1=IKLE2%I(IELEM)
360   N2=IKLE2%I(NELEM2+IELEM)
361   N3=IKLE2%I(2*NELEM2+IELEM)
362   !             FIND THE ELEM AND PROC NUM OF THE TEC
363   !             FOR ALL ANGLES
364   DET1=(X(N3)-X(N2))*(YTEC(I)-Y(N2))
365   & -(XTEC(I)-X(N2))*(Y(N3)-Y(N2))



366   DET2=(X(N1)-X(N3))*(YTEC(I)-Y(N3))
367   & -(XTEC(I)-X(N3))*(Y(N1)-Y(N3))
368   DET3=(X(N2)-X(N1))*(YTEC(I)-Y(N1))
369   & -(XTEC(I)-X(N1))*(Y(N2)-Y(N1))
370   IF((DET1.GE.0.D0).AND.
371   & (DET2.GE.0.D0).AND.
372   & (DET3.GE.0.D0)) THEN
373   TECELEM(I)=IELEM
374   IF(NCSIZE.GT.0) TECPID(I)=IPID
375   END IF
376   !             FIND THE ELEM AND PROC NUM AT DD
377   DET1=(X(N3)-X(N2))*(YDD-Y(N2))-
378   & (XDD-X(N2))*(Y(N3)-Y(N2))
379   DET2=(X(N1)-X(N3))*(YDD-Y(N3))
380   & -(XDD-X(N3))*(Y(N1)-Y(N3))
381   DET3=(X(N2)-X(N1))*(YDD-Y(N1))
382   & -(XDD-X(N1))*(Y(N2)-Y(N1))
383   IF((DET1.GE.0.D0).AND.
384   & (DET2.GE.0.D0).AND.
385   & (DET3.GE.0.D0)) THEN
386   DDELEM(I,IANGLE)=IELEM
387   IF(NCSIZE.GT.0) DDPID(I,IANGLE)=IPID
388   END IF
389   END DO
390   !
391   IF(NCSIZE.GT.0)THEN
392   TECPID(I)=P_IMAX(TECPID(I))
393   TECELEM(I)=P_IMAX(TECELEM(I))
394   IF(IPID.NE.TECPID(I))THEN
395   TECELEM(I)=-TECELEM(I)
396   END IF
397   !
398   DDPID(I,IANGLE)=P_IMAX(DDPID(I,IANGLE))
399   DDELEM(I,IANGLE)=P_IMAX(DDELEM(I,IANGLE))
400   IF(IPID.NE.DDPID(I,IANGLE))THEN
401   DDELEM(I,IANGLE)=-DDELEM(I,IANGLE)
402   END IF
403   ENDIF
404   !
405   IF(TECELEM(I).EQ.0)THEN
406   WRITE(LU,*) 'DRAGFO:POSITION FOR TEC',I
407   WRITE(LU,*) ' IS OUTSIDE OF THE DOMAIN'
408   CALL PLANTE(1)
409   STOP
410   END IF
411   !
412   IF(DDELEM(I,IANGLE).EQ.0)THEN
413   WRITE(LU,*)'DRAGFO:POSITION FOR TEC',I
414   WRITE(LU,*)'IS TOO CLOSE TO EDGE OF DOMAIN'
415   CALL PLANTE(1)
416   STOP
417   END IF
418   END DO
419   END DO
420   END IF
421   !-----------------------------------------------------------------------
422   ! APPLY THE DRAG FORCE OF THE TEC
423   !-----------------------------------------------------------------------       
424   DO I = 1,NTEC
425   ZMAX = ZTEC(I)+RTEC(I) ! POSITION MAX OF PLANES SURROUNDING THE TURBINE ITEC
426   ZMIN = ZTEC(I)-RTEC(I) ! POSITION MIN OF PLANES SURROUNDING THE TURBINE ITEC
427   !           
428   DO J=L1TEC,L2TEC
429   
430   IF(ZPLANE%R(J).LE.ZMAX.AND.ZPLANE%R(J).GE.ZMIN) THEN ! +
431   !
432   PTEC(I) = 0.D0
433   UTECX=0.D0
434   UTECY=0.D0
435   IF(IPID.EQ.TECPID(I))THEN
436   N1=IKLE2%I(TECELEM(I))
437   N2=IKLE2%I(NELEM2+TECELEM(I))
438   N3=IKLE2%I(2*NELEM2+TECELEM(I))



439   !
440   !           N1, N2, N3 are the three nodes of the element containing either the TEC 
441   !             or a point at a distance DD upstream and at every angle from 0-359
442   N1=N1+(J-1)*NPOIN2
443   N2=N2+(J-1)*NPOIN2
444   N3=N3+(J-1)*NPOIN2
445   !
446   !           SURDET: is 1/determinant, which is a facter needed to switch 
447   !                   to isoparametric element in finite elements
448   SURDET=1.D0/((X(N2)-X(N1))*(Y(N3)-Y(N1))-
449   & (X(N3)-X(N1))*(Y(N2)-Y(N1)))
450   !           CALCULATE THE DETERMINANT
451   DET1=(X(N3)-X(N2))*(YTEC(I)-Y(N2))
452   & -(XTEC(I)-X(N2))*(Y(N3)-Y(N2))
453   DET2=(X(N1)-X(N3))*(YTEC(I)-Y(N3))
454   & -(XTEC(I)-X(N3))*(Y(N1)-Y(N3))
455   DET3=(X(N2)-X(N1))*(YTEC(I)-Y(N1))
456   & -(XTEC(I)-X(N1))*(Y(N2)-Y(N1))
457   !                  DET*SURDET IS THE SHAPE COEFFECIENT 
458   !                  DET1*SURDET+DET2*SURDET+DET3*SURDET =1          
459   UTECX=UN%R(N1)*DET1*SURDET+
460   & UN%R(N2)*DET2*SURDET+
461   & UN%R(N3)*DET3*SURDET
462   UTECY=VN%R(N1)*DET1*SURDET+
463   & VN%R(N2)*DET2*SURDET+
464   & VN%R(N3)*DET3*SURDET
465   
466   END IF
467   IF(NCSIZE.GT.0)UTECX=P_DSUM(UTECX)
468   IF(NCSIZE.GT.0)UTECY=P_DSUM(UTECY)
469   ALPHA1=-ATAN2(UTECY,UTECX)*RTD ! PI()+ ALPHA
470   !         FIND THE FAR VELOCITY
471   IANGLE=INT(ALPHA1+0.5D0)
472   XDD = XTEC(I) - DD(I)*COS(DBLE(IANGLE)*DTR)
473   YDD = YTEC(I) + DD(I)*SIN(DBLE(IANGLE)*DTR)
474   UREFX=0.D0
475   UREFY=0.D0
476   IF(IPID.EQ.DDPID(I,IANGLE))THEN
477   N1=IKLE2%I(DDELEM(I,IANGLE))
478   N2=IKLE2%I(NELEM2+DDELEM(I,IANGLE))
479   N3=IKLE2%I(2*NELEM2+DDELEM(I,IANGLE))
480   !
481   N1=N1+(J-1)*NPOIN2
482   N2=N2+(J-1)*NPOIN2
483   N3=N3+(J-1)*NPOIN2
484   !
485   
486   SURDET=1.D0/((X(N2)-X(N1))*(Y(N3)-Y(N1))-
487   & (X(N3)-X(N1))*(Y(N2)-Y(N1)))
488   !
489   DET1=(X(N3)-X(N2))*(YDD-Y(N2))
490   & -(XDD-X(N2))*(Y(N3)-Y(N2))
491   DET2=(X(N1)-X(N3))*(YDD-Y(N3))
492   & -(XDD-X(N3))*(Y(N1)-Y(N3))
493   DET3=(X(N2)-X(N1))*(YDD-Y(N1))
494   & -(XDD-X(N1))*(Y(N2)-Y(N1))
495   !         
496   UREFX=UN%R(N1)*DET1*SURDET+
497   & UN%R(N2)*DET2*SURDET+
498   & UN%R(N3)*DET3*SURDET
499   UREFY=VN%R(N1)*DET1*SURDET+
500   & VN%R(N2)*DET2*SURDET+
501   & VN%R(N3)*DET3*SURDET
502   
503   END IF
504   IF(NCSIZE.GT.0) UREFX=P_DSUM(UREFX)
505   IF(NCSIZE.GT.0) UREFY=P_DSUM(UREFY)
506   THETA(I) = ATAN2(UREFY,UREFX) ! ATAN2 {POS COUNTER CLOCK}
507   UR=UREFX*COS(THETA(I))+UREFY*SIN(THETA(I))
508   !   CALCULATE CT
509   CTTEC(I)=0
510   CPTEC(I)= -0.0199D0*UR**3+0.0357D0*UR**2+0.1348D0*UR+0.1602D0
511   A= 0.571D0*CPTEC(I)**2+0.0224D0*CPTEC(I)+0.0328D0 ! INDUCTION FACTOR



512   CTTEC(I)=4*A*(1-A)
513   
514   !         DO A LOOP OVER ALL THE AFFECTED NODES
515   DO INODE=1,NNODES(I)
516   IPOIN2D = INODES(I,INODE)
517   IPOIN = IPOIN2D+(J-1)*NPOIN2
518   !
519   HI=HN%R(IPOIN)
520   UI=UN%R(IPOIN)
521   VI=VN%R(IPOIN)
522   !
523   IF((ABS(UR).GE.VCUTIN(I)).AND.(HI.GT.1.D-4).AND.
524   & (ABS(UR).LT.VCUTOUT(I)))THEN
525   THETA(I) = ATAN2(VI,UI)
526   HALFCDSCOSTHETA=0.5D0*PI*RTEC(I)**2
527   & *CTTEC(I)*COS(THETA(I))
528   HALFCDSSINTHETA=0.5D0*PI*RTEC(I)**2
529   & *CTTEC(I)*SIN(THETA(I))
530   ! DEFINE THE DRAG FOR VELOCITY LESS AND GREATER THAN VRT
531   IF(ABS(UR).LE.VRT(I))THEN ! THE DRAG FOR VELOCITIES LESS THAN VRT
532   IF(ABS(UI).GT.1.D-4)THEN
533   S0U%R(IPOIN)=S0U%R(IPOIN)
534   & -HALFCDSCOSTHETA*UR**2/(AREA(I))
535   END IF
536   IF(ABS(VI).GT.1.D-4)THEN
537   S0V%R(IPOIN)=S0V%R(IPOIN)
538   & -HALFCDSSINTHETA*UR**2/(AREA(I))
539   END IF
540   ELSE
541   IF(ABS(UI).GT.1.D-4)THEN
542   S0U%R(IPOIN)=S0U%R(IPOIN)
543   & -HALFCDSCOSTHETA*VRT(I)**2/(AREA(I))
544   END IF
545   IF(ABS(VI).GT.1.D-4)THEN
546   S0V%R(IPOIN)=S0V%R(IPOIN)
547   & -HALFCDSSINTHETA*VRT(I)**2/(AREA(I))
548   END IF
549   END IF
550   ELSE
551   ! ! ADD CONSTANT DRAG TO REPRESENT STATIC TEC
552   THETA(I) = ATAN2(VI,UI)
553   HALFCDSCOSTHETA=0.07D0*0.5D0*PI*RTEC(I)**2
554   & *CDTEC(I)*COS(THETA(I))
555   HALFCDSSINTHETA=0.07D0*0.5D0*PI*RTEC(I)**2
556   & *CDTEC(I)*SIN(THETA(I))
557   IF(ABS(UI).GT.1.D-4)THEN
558   S0U%R(IPOIN)=S0U%R(IPOIN)
559   & -HALFCDSCOSTHETA*UR**2/(AREA(I))
560   END IF
561   IF(ABS(VI).GT.1.D-4)THEN
562   S0V%R(IPOIN)=S0V%R(IPOIN)
563   & -HALFCDSSINTHETA*UR**2/(AREA(I))
564   END IF
565   END IF
566   END DO
567   !        CALCULATE POWER    
568   IF((ABS(UR).GE.VCUTIN(I)).AND.
569   & (ABS(UR).LT.VCUTOUT(I)))THEN
570   IF(ABS(UR).LE.VRT(I)) THEN
571   PTEC(I) = CPTEC(I)*PI*RTEC(I)**2*0.5D0
572   & *RHO0*UR**2*ABS(UR)
573   ELSE
574   PTEC(I) = CPTEC(I)*PI*RTEC(I)**2*0.5D0
575   & *RHO0*VRT(I)**3
576   END IF
577   END IF
578   END IF
579   END DO
580   END DO
581   !-----------------------------------------------------------------------
582   !
583   !     INITIALISES OTHER SOURCE TERMS
584   !



585   S1U%TYPR='0'
586   S1V%TYPR='0'
587   IF(NONHYD) THEN
588   S0W%TYPR='0'
589   S1W%TYPR='0'
590   ENDIF
591   !
592   !----------------------------------------------------------
593   ! WRITING THE POWER OUTPUT
594   !----------------------------------------------------------
595   ! WRITING HEADER OF FILE
596   IF((IPID.EQ.0).AND.(LT.EQ.1))THEN
597   !       FILE ID
598   POWRES = T3D_FILES(T3DRFO)%LU
599   !       HEADER
600   WRITE(POWRES,'(A)') "# TEC power result file:"
601   WRITE(POWRES,'(A)') "# Power extracted at time T"
602   WRITE(POWRES,'(A)') "# for each TEC modelled"
603   !       VARIABLE NAMES
604   WRITE(POWRES,'(A)',ADVANCE='NO') "T, "
605   DO I = 1,NTEC-1
606   WRITE(POWRES,'(A,I0.4,A)',ADVANCE='NO')"P_",I,", "
607   END DO
608   WRITE(POWRES,'(A,I0.4)') "P_",NTEC
609   !       INITIAL RESULT
610   WRITE(POWRES,'(F0.6,X)',ADVANCE='NO') 0.D0
611   DO I = 1,NTEC-1
612   WRITE(POWRES,'(F0.6,X)',ADVANCE='NO') 0.D0
613   END DO
614   WRITE(POWRES,'(F0.6)') 0.D0
615   END IF
616   !     WRITING RESULTS IN TIME
617   IF((IPID.EQ.0).AND.(MOD(LT,GRAPRD).EQ.0))THEN
618   !       FILE ID
619   POWRES = T3D_FILES(T3DRFO)%LU
620   !       CALCULATED RESULTS
621   WRITE(POWRES,'(F0.6,X)',ADVANCE='NO') LT*DT
622   DO I = 1,NTEC-1
623   WRITE(POWRES,'(F0.6,X)',ADVANCE='NO') PTEC(I)
624   END DO
625   WRITE(POWRES,'(F0.6)') PTEC(NTEC)
626   END IF
627   !
628   RETURN
629   END
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